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AB TRA T 
XM f r r w er-b e J ctroni Medical R cords i a y tern that u ing XML 
t repr sent t re and di play inf rrnati n that i e tra ted fr m xisting hospital 
y terns. It is an M databa de ign d t pr id a clinician· entered iew of the 
patient's hi tory, with aw th u er interfa 
Pati nt r c rds ar creat d and maintained 
databa . 
customization t me 't th d ta r quir m nt f th X L pati nt r 
M d ument within an 
ith me 
extracts are trigg r d by ev nts ccurring ithin the tern. A up ate t pla the 
XML database can pr vide full uditing f tran a ti n hat h e tak n pla . 
The major modules in XML f r Br w r-b le tr nic edical R rd ar 
the administrator module and user modul . his report us on th admini trator 
module. The administrator module pro id upport for arious admini trati e tasks 
which are contr lling u er a 
and -rnail 
, mem /me arch ervice 
ment t I f r thi ·u take ad antage of ne of the 
a the DBM Macr media 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.0 Project Definition 
Alth ugh Malay in i marching towar th i ion 2020 and the M status m t 
f the hospital r clinic in Malay ia till u ing manual system to manage patient 
records. Manual y tern i le fficicnt and error ne c mpar t c mputer-bas d 
y tern. The transf rmati n f manually t c mput r- d t m ill certainly e the 
j b f manag ment as w 11 as du ing rr r , 
mput r-b 
management as weU as reduced rrors p t nti l ri 
dispensary. 
t nti l ri k: , waitin tim as 11 a 
v ill ertainl th· j 
iring time a ell a appr priat 
Electronic Medical records is a s t m that is u d t implif day t day task in 
running a clinic group in a modern hospital at th same time pro id management ith 
the necessary inf rm tion t mak trat rv e entially as a medium 
fl r c rnmunicati n tv n th rating fun tional ub ystems in a group of 
clini in oh spital. 
Fl 
n P •. ·nt. 
J 11 i ·nl r ' 
t ing d pl yed, u ing 
i tin h spital 
m 
r 11 i i n t 1 It ·t th d 1 t r · 1uin·11 •nt f th 










record data ase. Hl e tracts are trigg ered by ents occurring within the sy tern. As 
update tak place the XM databa e can pr vide full auditing of transaction that have 
taken place. Acces t the br w er application is controlled by a ecurity lay r that can be 
integrated with the HI y tern. h Web erv r pr ides the middl layer between the 
u er interacting with the br w er and the XML database. 
This sy t m uit well ix typ 
account cl r and rnanag ment 
f u er · d ct r pharmaci ts cepti nist 
it 
delete, update r maints in the data under th ir re op ·. V alidation of th 
login is indeed needs in order t acce to the pr id d r thi 
included managing patient ord ti r a clinic gr up in h pit l, illing and l 
report generation hence it is hoped that this s st m ' ill carry lot of benefit to all f the 
users besides reduce paperwork, working and storing spac , the cost and redundant data 









t. t Project Objectives 
Before any furth r planning or d vcl pment i carried ut it i vital to draw out 
the objccti es of the system in rdcr to pr vide a clearer picture of the r quirements and 
also the need of implementing the ystem. A number of bjective ha e be n utlined 
for thi ystem which include : 
~ To keep the medical r cord in more ecured way and eliminate the 
duplicated as well a redundant data. 
All p tient in databa '. nly the uth riz 
rd o p ti nt c n 
th r · n nee 
personnel are permitt d to a c 
onl be acce s d by uthoriz d p 
to worry whether th medical rep rt ' ill get noticed b ther p pie. 
Besides user is alert d if patient ID or I is alread present hen creating 
a ne patient record. This b Ip to a oid cas m dical r rds misplaced or 
l st. It will al liminate th du licate data in th dat b e and also th 
mm n e r with th manual tern. 
dmini tr rion. 
• ctimin t wh n all medical r c rd are 
' o anhi e th • p p ·rl 








To provide doctors safer and ea ier treatment or pre cription writing. 
The d ctor can writ patient' pre cription into computer for future 
reference. N m r paper or tati nary u d t n te down the pre cription. 
Do tor can b easily r ferred to patient pre i u tr atrn nt and pr :fil . 
Pharmacists can refer t patient pr cription by clicking the mous and 
keyb ard t gi uita 1 m dicine t patient. It i saf r than manual 
system because y tern eliminate c mm n err r ith the manual 
like pre ription l t when ing fr m d ct r t pharm i t. 
);;o- To increase the efficiency of handlin or retri vin medical record or data. 
or th fir t tim vi it ther i n r c rd f r the atient. he sta will 
the registration for him or h r, h taff will k in the patient 
information and sa e it into data as . Th data of the pati nt may change from 
time to time· the staff can updat th pati nt's profil and a it again in the 
n retri ed ily an quick! . 
hie e the patient s records 
thumbing through several pieces 
y t m will reduce the expen s 
datab e. urth rm 
B f re th c n ultati n tart , d 
th u h th . · hi an 
pn1 ·r · 
u I ' 1ilin ' tiJ . 
,,. 'Jo t·a·c.· k n ll .nihthm·nf modult. 
I ui ·nt 
111 ~,. mt > m · if 
th ·ir intmcnt ith th d ct 









);.- To produce detailed billing tatement for patient' account. 
hi y tern will pr y tematic way f handling the billing 
and payment y tern. A d tail d taternent will pr duced and patient will be 
aware f what they are actually eing ace unted f r during their tay r r ic at 
the hospital. 
To produce tandard medical report . 
The certificate pr duced in tandard rmat an it i det il neat, and 









1.2 Scope and Limitations. 
1.2.1 cope of the project 
he y tern i di ided int tw eparate rn dul depict d J w: 
le t nic Medical R c rd 
r M dulc dmini trat r M ul 








'i -u e 1.0: h Proi t, cone 
' 1 1 , ·r 
r 









•!• vel p a databa yst m t tor all related data. 
•!• Develop a function that all w patient to make appointment. 
•!• cneratc illing tatement f r pati nt. 
•!• en rate medical r p rt f r r f rence and analysi purpo e. 
1.2.2 imitation of the Project 
Th I tr nic Medical R c rd y tern h me limitation a 
);.- The app intm ·nt 
fr m the h pital, 
Patient still using t l ph ne r dir tl make an ap intm nt rath r th u mg 
the system its lf or mail. 
1.2.3 Target User 
Electronic medical rec rds ha its op of targ t u er . Th ar 
tho e w rking in th h ital an ' lini . ·r m th regi trati n c unter the data 
ntry cl rk . nur harmaci t, ac unt cl rk until the 
hich in lud > th 
mni , i n t 
and al management p rsonnel. 
are call d authoriz d user and the 
v rd that ' ill 
ti ·nt t 
reque ted f re they 










J .3 E pected Outcomes 
nee an electronic Medical r c rd i developed it i xp ct d to achieve the 
following feature : 
);i- er fri ndly and easy-t -lcam y tern. 
Pr vide a m re efficient and effe ti way f haring data. 
Acceptable re p nd time wh n retri d data fr m a a data t data e. 
} A d pr nt patient medi al c rd by 
un uthorized 
A compatible ystem that sup rt multipl u 
Pr vid different vi for iff rent u r fa am m ulc. 
Data input will be e amin d and ern r v · ll b t ld by m 
1.4 Project Schedule 
A pr ~ t i a planned und rtakin 
reach a ' al. inc 
ule ti 'ti and its managem nt t 
rt, it mu t b pro rty managed. 
in e el ·tr ni 
ithin q eri 
rd · i finul ar t, ' hich ne ds to b completed 
f) ·fow 









Thi p ject i divided int tw ph which will b referred t as emester I 
and eme t r II. During eme ter I re earch n introducti n literature review and ystem 
analy is & design are carri d ut. ln eme ter II yst m c ding t ting evaluation and 
training will e d ne. cum ntati n i d ne fr m the gmnmg the pr ~ ct until the 
end of the pr ject. 
Chapter l: 






M· th dolo 1 















Au ust eptember 
Figure 1. J: Project Timeline 
1.5 Hardware and oftware Requirem nts 
Th f 11 wing i a Ii t f fu iliti that ·u r ential for the project 
Hardware Rrquir tm 'fits: 
nlium m m uter and a e 










xten ible Markup Language XML) 1.0 
Mier ft Acces 2 03 - ataba repository 
Wind ws N erver 4.0- N twork perating ystem 
Mier ft Wind w XP Pr fessi nal 
Mier ft Intern t pl r r 5. 
>-- Macrom dia Dr am w a er MX 
N tepad 
1.6 Overview of the chapter 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
This chapter consists of the project d finition f electr nic m dical rec rd , 
project objecti e and limitati n utc m • pr [ect hedule and 
hardwar and ftw requirern n 
h ipt r 2: I ih' turc R 'l ie 
h · tik itur · ' lC n t pie re ar h d and tudied that 
11 • rd · 111t I t hi 1 n tr ni medical 
·t•n in mu tl l l · n put .r- · · d s ·t in , · .loprncnt r 









Chapter 3: Methodology 
Thi chapter empha ize n meth d 1 gy been empt yed and information 
gathering technique . 
hapter 4: ystem Analy i 
Thi chapter c n i ts f analy i f the functi n l r uirement and n n-functi nal 
requir rnent f the pr ject. It al 
and platf rm cho en t de l p thi 
chapter. 
pm nt 
t m re uir mcnt al Ii t in thi 
Chapter 5: System design 
This system gi es some detail ab ut the design of th prop s d y tern. In thi 
chapter there · u 
data as de ign f th 
t .chnical d ign th 
gra hical u er interfac d ign and 
hi ha t r xplain th cone ptual and 









1.7 ummary of chapter 1: 
Thi chapter consi f th verview fthe pr p ed pr ject including th pr ject 
definition and pr ject bjecti f th pr ~e l aJ 
di cus d in this chapter. 
th r than th t the pr ~ ct al pre ent an M upp ·. a h f r r •pr 
display inti rmati n. Al includ in thi h pter arc the tar, t u 
project schedule and also hardware and ftware r quir ment . 









CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.0 Introduction 
1 hi chapter i ne f the mo t informativ chapters. A lot of reading, reference 
re earch and review ha n made to gain inf rm tion and ba ic knowledge befor the 
syst m <level pment pr ces . It n ist of definition of the pr ject s title and a bri f 
description of s me t chn logy applicati n · cho n t c n idered in 
devel pment pr ce . We will al d pict me exampl 
that, we made cornpari n b tw n th manual and c rnputer-b ed s t m t sh w h w 
beneficial this pr ed y tern i . 
2.1 Definition 
2.1.1 Definirion of Electronic' 
Electronic is a branch of scienc and t hn I gy that deal with the beha ior of 
electrons and it also means applicati n f thi especially in developing 
equipment. 
2. 1.2 Definition .of die· l 
he mcaninu 
r ·it tinln 
I i ti 
inj r md thdt tr· urn .nt, 
m 1 in r t the treatment of diseases 










2.1.3 Definition of "Record" 
Record is a written account f som thing that is kept, o that it can be looked at 
and u ed in the future. A in computing record is defined as a c 11 ction f 
related fields within a single entity. It is al o a c 11 ction f fi Id arrange in a 
predefin d format. 
2.2 Manual-based Medical R ord st m 
In gen ral, ther are many hospitals and linic till u in m th d to man 
medical center s information u h as p tien and m dical re rd . ll pati nt 
information, medication information and tr atment in ol ed hug amount of paper 
documents. In the traditional way patient s pr files and medical re ords are write in the 
file and stored in the cabinet. 
Wh n th pati nt vi it th m di nt r, r m for nsultation they ha e to 
erd r id ntit ard t th pti nist. Then the staff will search 
th · J ti ·nt s hi · it th al in ·t b· · n . h • re i tration numb r or their name if they 
a i nt' re rd i found patient ill 
a ·s xl t the physician · n th r rn. 
Ph 









pati nr s file will be pas ed to the dispensary department f r giving medicine. The overall 
operating of a group of clinic in a hospital consumes a considerable of time from 
registrati n searching f r patient s r cord until to pharmacists. 
2.3 Computer-based Medical Records y tern 
Due to inefficiency operating using manual y tern man m dical centers ar 
changing their y tern to c mputeriz ·d sy tern to a· i t th ir daily p rsti n, Alt 
information or r cord are av r in c mputer, heref re, u er an ~ ily retri ' and 
manage all r lated information such as m dical r c rds medicati n inf rmati n and 
others. 
When patients come to medical center for treatm nt, they need to show their 
identity card to the receptionist. The receptioni t ill input their id ntity num r or name 
into the system and easil found th ir rd. h 
er n f the mputer, Thi uld c rtainl 
re ord mpared t th 
tient' re rd will be hown in the 
a I t time searching for patient s 
nc the record is displayed a 
ti nt and put int. waiting Ii t. If a new patient ,Ju ·uin num ·r ill 
re in ut thr ugh a standard fi rm and a 
itandard f rm and ne r c rd 
th!.: r ti nt i di ·pl d th 









Pr scriptions are f rwarded t the pharmaci t. Pharmacist can base on the information 
displayed and give the appropriate m dicine t the patient. This will indeed reduce 
errors potential ri k and patients' waiting time. 
The management of the m dication and ther clinic utilitie al enefits from 
the computerized y tern. he medication inv nt ry will automati ally upd t after the 
medicine is giving away t th patient. harrnaci t can kn w th quantity of th 
medicati n by ju t clicking few key ard butt n rather than l ch eek th ren aining 
one-by- ne. he st ff only can acce th in nt ry the linic utiliti • in th· d ta a . 
Message will be show when quantity of any linic utilitie w than c rtain am unt. 









2.4 Comparison between manual and computer-based sy tern 
Below is the compari ns between manual and c mputer bas d ystem: 
Table 2.1: omparlsons between manual and computer bas zd y tem 
Manual Medical Records ystem omputer-based medical Record 
stem 
Records are written in pap r 
cabinet or cupboard 
Staff needs to search patient s record one- 
by-one in the cabinet, it may take time database yst m 
Risks lost or misplaced records a.re high af ly and securely in R cords are 
th datahas 
Hand-written ma 
difficult to read r W1 
JI iliti · ' k • I in n o . It i di icul 
lJU tntit n 
f t ·tti ·11t' 
t fol in · m • r l rt ' U'I ·di ' ttr I 
'l h m UI I ' ·m ·ot t, 
and clinic 
utilities t red int system. Staff easily to 
th quantity f the medications 
calculating of 










individual. , if a new staff quits, new not individual o it is easy or new staff to 
taff need a lot of time to pick up what the learn the syst m and it is m re formal 
previ us staff did. He r she als may be 
performed the management by his or her 
way. It is may cause the incon i tent 
2.5 Review of e lstin . ystem 
2.5.1 Hospital elayang 
http://www. elayanghospital.g .mv 
Thi website provid s informati n t the u r. hi w site w d ign and 
constructed for a TOTAL HOSPITAL INFORMA ION Y T M ( .HJ. envir nment 
with ultimate aim of paper-less and firm-less hospital perari n. It is th first hospital in 
Malaysia and the world to operate with THIS to co er all aspe t fits operation. In order 
to meet the objecti e of the tat f th art fa ili . a highl quality ff ctiv organization 
and management has t f thi h pital. THIS covers all 
asp its fit · perati n that c 4 m in m ul 
P 1ti ·nt 1 um ' t ·n nt ·tcm 
)" Jilli ul 











As a ummary, patients medical record guideline and clinical protoc ls are 
instantly available and can be as e ed in one integrated workstation at any place and at 
anytime in the hospital, provided th t the us r has prop r and rightful authority to access 
the information. Being an lectr nic ho pital that ha taken the initiative to implement 
THJS, S layang Ho pita! has b c me a sh wcase t the rest of the w rld. 














IM • I.IN! AL n INHINANC'I 
Figure 2.2: Total Ho pital Informution 
Strength: 
~ Patient s medical records guidelines and clinical pr tocols are instantly available 
and can be accessed in one integrated orkstation at any place and at anytime in 
the hospital 
ut ff ·ti 
evenly balanced 











It is just a website f information as it is do n t provide s me functionaliti s 
which are really useful uch a medical c rtificate 









2.5.2 Kajung Medical cntrc 
ht!p://www.ka·an,me.com 
r his web ite also provid informati n t the u er. heir ser ices are uch a patient 
register teaching and surge ns forwn and als the name list of doctors. In past ten years 
Kajang M dical entre has being ne of the st h pitals in g n ral orthopedic 
I LANG MEDICAL CENTRE 
~'"'"~>i"'Wiw. ...... "''"'"' 
, .,;_...~ ~·J~fttftC1C:..,. 
• b 









Patient registration f rm : 
.. 














This w bsitc i created using simple de ign 
The u e of colors graphic images and D nts ar well coordinated and appropriate 
Information provided is clear and systematic 
~ 'I heir useful rvices included: 
I. Patient regi tration 
11. Teaching and surgeon forum 
III. Name Ii t f doctor 
Weaknesses: 
)> Not enough services such as it do s not ha e an appointment ervic 
)> It do s n t have navigation m nu 
Patient cann t i w th ir m dical rd 










htt ://www.tclcm xli .al.c >m 
This website emp wers individual to tter manage their health and use an 
internet appliance f r their medical n d . Telemedical.com' products and ervice are 
d signed to incr a cce s d ere e the c t and irnpr e th quality of healthcare. 
Telemedical.com pr vid ervic such as : 
igital media on ultin 
Product shopping 
Medical video visits 
> Clinical trials management 
> Homecare extranet 
Strength: 
ttracti e and c lorful it 
Int rfac arc ca t u and u · r-friendl 
I •sent ti n th · ii V rmati n i 
t• ne: l' :. 
ln lt r th · fir t-tim u · ·r hich · 














Your /lli'lfl 1p1iot1 for u-ellneu. 
Web Based Tetemedlc I Solutlons 
Oil Nov 4 1994 TdH'llc cal.tom cm luhtd Ill• lilfl 
W ~~ em <>•IOO& on 
perf ttina Oii' tytll:;m i Ill ~vc17 oClow cost 111(1 m 
I lem al lpf'lic bOOJ 
:..J 









2.5.4 Personal Health Record 
://www.cu med.com 
PHR medical information is rganiz d on tab and activitie are managed by the 
tab icons, tools bar controls and drop down menus. It services contains such as 
inf rmation medical rec rd vi i and hospitalizati n m dicals details, m di al 
summary and communicati n . 
3 
, , J H. th .. 
~Mft.al H. th , .. 
Secure, Portable and Affordable 
Health Care Technology. 
..J 










It provide inti rmation medical record , visits and h spitalization medical 
details, medical umrnary and communication 
~ Presenrati n of the inf rmati n i syst matic 
);.- Inter sting and dynamic contents 
))> For first time user it also pr id dem n trati n 
Well-structured sy tern 
Weaknesses: 
~ Quite complicated 
~ User interface is not too attracti e du to mismatching c l rand po r u ag of 
colors 









2.5.5 Patient Centered Acee s to Secure ystem Online 
casso.com 
P A 's primary purp s is to enable health care pr viders and patient 
t access health information including sensiti e clinical data - curely er internet. 
protect this s n itiv inf rmati n P A u s variety urity feature be nd th 
used in electronic c mmerce applicati n uch as credit card purcha ' . P 
information retrie al yst rn, n t a data entry y tern. 
an 
it is n t p sible t enter 
information into the medical r ord r chan e the dat 
IJ*' tatt Wow lg;.- [oo.s t1 
Se<rth ..JF....-1• ..JH...,, 
~ LJCJ]j 
JI 
igur. · 2. 7 : P tfil'ld ( cut ·r · 












Allow arching and display health information pr vides d m graphics lab 
test and visit notes over the intern t 
ncourage user' fe dback 
Plea ant and mo th br wsing 
} Well- tructur d and y tematic 
Interfac are e y t u e and u r-fri ndly 
Provides online u er guide and h lp p gc 
Weaknesses: 
)> It is possible to edit information in th medical rec rd or t change or to print the 
information 
me o the u ful rvi are n t inclu u h a app intment setting 









2.5.6 Misys Electronic Medical Record 
htl ://'!1:!£:li.:.mis S.COI}! 










an review the daily schedule f appointm nts e-mail the orders review area and 
the chart note review ection 
).. Drop d wn Ii ts, butt n and tab make the na igati n m th 
);;i. er int rface are created u ing simple de ign it i a y t under tan 
Well-structur d and y ternatic 
Weaknesses: 
» The use of inappropriate and confusing colors 
» Not user friendly 








2.6 The .NET Framework 
The .N T ~ramework i a Multilanguage environment for building deploying 
and running Web ervice and application . It consists f two main part : 
) ommon Language Runtime 
De pite it nam the runtime actually ha a r le in both a comp nent 
runtime and d el pment tim experience . Whil the c mp n nt is 
running the runtime is re pon ibl f r managing memory all ation 
tarting up and killing thread and pr ce e , and enf r ing e urity 
p licy, as well a ati fying any that th c mp ncnt mi ht 
have other components. At de elopm nt tim the runtim 
chang s slightly· b au e it aut m tes much f r ampl mem ry 
management) the runtime makes the de elop r s e perience ry simple 
especially when compared to OM today. In particular featur such as 
reflection dramaticall reduce the amount f code a de loper must write 
in order to turn usine s l gic int a reu bl c mpon nt. 
) Unified pr grammin la 1 
h frame v 't a unified object oriented, 
Is . urrently C++ 
es. Ja a dev lopers use the 
'l 1U pr 









debugging. All programming language from Jscript to C++ become 
equal and develop rs are fre to choose the language that they want to 
u e. 
2. 7 Client/ erver Architecture 
The term client/server wa first u d in the 198 m ref r nee t p r nal 
computer (PCs) on a netw rk. The actual client/ erver m d l tarted gaining ac eptance 
in the late 1980s. The client/ rv r ftware archit tur i a er til me a c-b e and 
modular infrastructur that i int nded t impr u a ility, Il 
and scalability as compared to centralized mainfram and time haring cornputin . 
Client/server describes the relationship b tween two inputer pr gram in which 
one program the client, makes a service request fr m another program the server which 
fulfills the request. Although programs within a single comput r can use the client/ rver 
idea, it is a more important idea in a n rk. In a n tw rk, the cli nt/server model 
p ide a con eni nt wa t int r nne t pr n th t are distributed efficiently across 
di sr nt I 
ur 
client/s rver model are very 
a unt fr m our computer a client program 
rv r pr gram at the ank. That pr gram 
that s nds a que t t a 
.omm n. 
n our r 1p lt .r 
Ill' in turn Iorv 1 · 
k ur 
unt lane . 









In the usual client/server m del one s rver sometimes called a daemon i 
activated and awaits client requests. Typically multiple client programs hare the 
ervice of a common rv r pr gram. Both client pr grams and server programs are 
often part fa larger pr gram r applicati n. Relativ to the int met your W b br w er 
is a client program that r qu rvic the nding f Web page r file fr m a we 
erver in anoth r computer mewhere n the internet. imilarly your c mputer with 
T P/IP installed y u t make cli nt reque t ti r file fr m ii 
server in other computer n the internet. 
A client is defined as a r que t r f crvicc and a rv r 1 fined th 
provider of services. A single machine can be both a client and a server dep nding on the 
software configuration. 
As a result of the limitati ns f fil haring archit cture th client/ erver 
architecture merg d. ·hi ap 
er er. in a rel ti nal 
in · er· t dir ti . Ih 
. a datab rver t r place the file 
BM us r queries could be 
network traffic by pro iding a 
l\l . 
'Ul fr nt .n l t 1 ! m: f 
(' 111 HP 
In cli ·nt/ · · er ar ihit tur Rem te Pr c dure 
·t t .mcnt · ar • typicall u · sd 









2.7.1 Two Tier Architectures 
Two tier oftware architectures were developed in the 1980s from the file 
erver softwar architecture design. The tw tier architecture is intended to 
improved u ability by upp rting a form -ba ed, us r friendly interface. The two 
tier architecture improv s calability by accommodating up t 100 u ers (file 
serv r architectur s nly ace mm date ad zen u ers) and irnpr e fl ibility y 
allowing data to be har d usually within a hornogene u en ir nment. The tw 
tier architecture requir minimal perat r intervention and i frequently u d in 
non-complex non-time critical information pr m 
Two tier archite tur s consi t f thre c m nents di tributed in tw 
layers: client (requester of services) and server pr vid r of ervices . he thr e 
components are user system interfac such as ession t xt input. dialog and 
display management services processing management such as process 
development, pr ce enactment pr m nit ring, and pr c re ource 
s rvic and data ata and file services). The two ti r 
tl u r int rfa e clu i ely to the client. It places 
plit th proce sing management m 10 cment 









User y tern Interface + 
Some pr cessing management 
Database management + ome 
proce ing management 
Figure 2.9: Two-tier client Server architecture design 
In general the user s stem interfac client in okes ervic s from the 
databas management r. In man tv -ti r de igns m st of th 
in the client en ir nment. The database 
th p rti n f the processing related to 
pr edur s) cli nt commonly 
r a call-I el interface. It 
" dynamically chang 
applicati n p rti n 
man gem nt er er · 
1 ·e. sin 









2.7.1.1 Advantages of two-tier system 
J. Applic tion development speed is the most compelling advantage of a 
tw -tier environment. In most ca e a two-tier system can be develop in a 
mall fraction of the time it would take to code a comparable but less- 
fl xible legacy sy tern. 
2. Mo t t 1 f r tw -ti r ar v ry r u t and lend them el e well t 
iterativ pr totyping and rapid a plication de lopment RAD 
te hniques which can be u d t en ur that the re uirernent f th u r 
arc accurately and c rnplctely m t. 
3. Two-tier architectur s work w ll in relati ely h mogenou en ir nment 
with fairly static busine rule . he ar d, 
heterogeneous environment ith rapidl hanging rules. 
2. 7 .1.2 Disadvantages of two-tier System 
l. B caus the bulk f applicati n l gic n th P client, the tw -tier 
archit ture c eral t ntial rsi n c ntrol and application 
chan in bu ine rule would require a 
ch ng · t i ca h a , licati n in a corporation s portfolio 
h l 
in h · h -ti ·r n 1 · nm nt can 
>r ch, L 
ompr mi d tab· 
mplicated cau e a 
. h 
l ill ·rati n 









3. lient t ls and the SQ middl ware used in two-tier environments are 
al o highly proprietary and the P tools market is extremely volatile. The 
latility f the client/ erver to I market raises questions about the long 
term iability f any pr prietary tool an organization may commit to and 
complicates impl m ntati n f tw -tier ystems. 
2. 7.2 Three Tier Architecture 
h thr e tier ftware rchitectur thr c l yer ar hit ctur s erner ed in 
the 1990s to overcome the limitations of th two tier architecture. he third ti r 
(middle tier server) is betwe n th u r int r cc client and th dat manag m nt 
(server) components. This middle ti r pr vide pr cess management wher 
business logic and rules are executed and can ace mmodat hundred of u ers as 
compared to only I 00 us rs v ith two tier architecture by pr iding function 
such as queuing, application ex cuti n and data a e taging. he third ti r 
architectu is d h n an ti ut d lient/s rv r design is needed 
tier increa d p rformance flexibility 
Hit . v hile handling the complexity of 
that p mpare · t 
· ilit 1 and 
i. trihut ·d p · · ··:in · m h · u · ·r. 
in In · 
int ut, ii h 










er y tern Int r ace 
Databas management 
Figure 2.10: three tier distributed client/server architecture depiction 
The third tier pro ides databas management functionality and is 
d dicated t dat and fil 
pr prietary d ta 
that can ptirnized without using any 
he data management 
n ist nt throughout the distributed 
man gement 
't Ii n. It h ul th t nne ti ity tween tiers c uld be 









Advanta e of Three-tier Architecture 
RP calls from pres ntation client to middle-tier server provide greater 
verall ystern flexibility than the QL calls made by clients in the two- 
tier architecture. This is b cause in an RP the requesting client 
imply pa e parameter needed for the r quest and specifies a data 
tructur l accept returned alue . 
2. nlike in most tw -ticr implementations the three tier pre ntation client 
2. 7.2.1 
1. 
i not re uir d to understand .A rganizati n names r 
v n the veral l tructur th ba k-en dat an b hang with ut 
requiring changes to P -based pr entation client . B cau e in n 
longer requir d data can rganiz d hi rarchically, relationally r in 
object format, This added fl ibility allo s a firm to ace ss legacy data 
and simplifies the introduction of n databas technologi . 
3. Having separate software entities allows for the parallel de elopment of 
individual tier b a plicati n p ciali ts. 
4. Pr vid fir mo ti n. Middl -tier functionality 
namically allocated and shifted as 
eh rk traffic may be reduced by 
t th preci e tructure required 
1 · el. 
ul rl 
tf' Ii . tti )U • 
r U, l y ·rd 









minimize the maintenance workload and decreases migration cost when 
witching client applications. 
6. Thre ti r sy tern uch as Open oftwar oundation's Distributed 
mputing nvir nment ( fD ~) ff r a variety of additional feature 
to upp rt di tribut d applications development. 
2.7.2.2 Di advantage of Three-tier Architecture 
I. hr -tier bring ith it an incrca d n ed f r n tw rk traffic 
management, server load balancing and fault t l ranee. 
2. urrent tools ar relati ly immature and r quir m re c mpl 3 fi r 
middle-tier server generation. Maint nance tools have und rde eloped 
facilities for maintaining s rver libraries a potential obstacle for 










2.8 ummary of chapter 2 
v rail, this chapter con i t f 3 main part ; which are definition manual system 
vs comput r b ed ystem and existing ystem . For the existing system its give the 
explanation on me of th relat d ystem that have existed and how they perform their 
sy t m. he definiti n f the pr ~ ct title al imp rtant to mak ure that we understand 











After analyzing the surv y and findings from the literature review in the previous 
chapter thi ch pter will sp cify the justification for the cho en methodology for the 
pr [ect, which also includ all outlined pr c dure that hould be c vered in rder f r 
user to understand the project requirement tter. 
3.1 Fact-finding Techniqu 
The variou resources that were surveyed can ummarized n f ct-finding 
techniques in order to obtain and gather r liabl rele ant, ad quate and mprehen i e 
information. Several fact-finding techniques are used consecutively to nsure the success 
in conducting the system de elopment and appropriate planning. A few techniques ha e 
been used in this project to gath r information. It is al called information gathering or 
data coll ction. 
> urfmg th internet 
Int 'met urfin 
inf rm iti n. 'I h ·r · 
rld i a efficient way of gathering 
it a ailable that provide useful and 
in th y tern. ome web site had 










A lot f publi shed literatures have been read in order to gather information 
of the us r needs, sy t m development n ds and technical issue of the 
proposed y t m. All th e can be categorized into the printed material e pecially 
k and j urnals and non-printed m uerial such as electronic d cuments and 
so. Thr ugh reading idea are managed to get from k , magazines and j urnal 
e implemented in the propo ed l ctr nic medical re rd . seful inf rmati n 
has b n found ft m the c rnputing magazin and new pap r. 
Library FSKTM 
Pre ious eniors' th is hav n r ad thr ugh in order t g in an erall 
understanding on how a system was developed bat were the functional and non- 
functional requirements and other related data. The general structur of each 
thesis has also been observed to find out the steps taken in carrying out a thesis. 
Group discussion and Brainstormings ion 
Brainst rmin am n m mber course-mates and 
'U m ll ting idea uggestions and solutions of 
thL p j · ·t. l 1 v i r and pinion from partner are also 
er in 1 ·rt m ke th' p [e t succe fol. 
,.. lnh' il'\ 
In r l ·r to ell ui ith the · 1 world n ir nment int te 










The exi ting earch system of the Electronic Medical Records had been 
reviewed. hrough this techniqu the method of managing medical record in the 
existing sys t m ha b en ob erved and defined. Besides the existing system is test 
to find ut th functionality and the problem faced by the system itself. 
3.2 y tem Development Model 
ftwar engine ring i imp rtant in organizing and e, cuting the devel pm nt f 
a system. ystematic analysi using stem Des D nd rd 
methodology to ensure the development pro fulfils all the requir d a cts. Th 
proper sequence f devel ping a ystem is called a "Ii e cle that i implement d t 
ensure all individuals invol ed or interested to b in ol ed in the pr [ect has the 
knowledge on how the system will be de eloped. his methodology is pro n effecti e 
and it is still being used at the moment. 
tern u in D i ided int e eral software process 
l. Pr t typing Model Transformational 
t m will be de eloped using the 
er th r models that nsure the 
r ni:1 · J, hi h in u lity and me ts the tandard. 
m dels mch a · th Gt r all 









3.2.1 The Waterfall Model 
The system development is done bas d on the 5 major phases to make the system 
more organized and achieve it objecti es. The phases are: 
'lh 
~ arly review pha e 
y tern analysis phas 
ystem design pha e 
oding/Pr gramrning ph e 
Testing and execution ph e 
Early 
Review ,.....L.------. 
Analysis ------------ Validate ·---------, I 
I 
------ Verifv Design ---, ' 
· cling 
Testing 
if;urc: 3.1: 'I he impl m ·nt •tion o 1t ·rf •U odel 










);:> Presents a very high-level view of what of what goes on during development. 
);:> It is easy to estimate p riod of time needed for an activity or stage. 
Testing is inherent t every phase of the waterfall model. 
It is an enf reed disciplined approach. 
It is docurnentati n driven that is documentation is produced at every tage, 
Validation en ur that the y tem has imp! ment d the ntire r quirernent 
that each system function can be traced ack t a particular requirement in the 
pecificati n. 
Verification n ur that all functi n or rr tly. 
There have been a number of criticism f the tandard waterfall m del including 
);:> Problems are not discovered until system testing. 
);:> Inflexible partitioning of the project into distinct stages. 
);:> Difficult to respond to changing customer needs. 
Requirements must fi ' d 
e olution makes the d elo m nt m th d un table. 
d igned - requirem nts 
cm tum up r ui m nt inc nsistencies missing system 
te t ·d until the y tern i almost coded; und r 









3.2.2 Project Development Phase 
A mentioned a ve ther ar 5 stage or phases in the development of thi 
system- lectronic Medical Record . A brief description for each phases stated as below: 
Phase I: Early Review 
It i al kn wn a feasibility tudy. lt could al 
inve tigati n and id ntificati n pha 
Identification and Inve tigation Pbas 
• At this p int arly review is being done t gather inf rmati n and 
e d crib d as 
description on the system that is going to b de eloped. 
• This phase will gi e the definiti n and th obj cti e f th lectr ni 
Medical Record in replacing th xi ting manual system. 
• arl in estigation on the manual syst m has b en done to identify the 
in l ed and th pr blem that ari 
red in thi 
er' d mand is also b ing 
Pb 1 ·II:, 
itl , t. ' Iv th pr l m 
th u iJ t 1: 1 nu t thut had er identified r m arl 









It includes system review syst m requirements and sp cifications, 
suggestions for system's content development tools analysis and 
interface medium b ing used. 
Phase III: ystem De ign 
D ign is the creative pr ce s that requires under tanding and natural 
t lent tran f rm the problem int s luti n. It i eing uir d y 
reviewing system that alre dy xi t. h d ription fa luti n i al o 
call d design. 
The phase in ol 
developed and the expected s stem p rformance. In this phase all f the 
system properties such as s stem architecture database design proce s 
design and int rface design are b ing e rplained. This is don to simplify 
the interfac de loping pr 
d vel ped. 
h ph • i tn c plained ind t ii in hapt r 5. 
f the s stem that i going to b 
Ph a I : ( ocUng,'J>rugr1 mming 
1 u111nin · .i ne th; m t imp 
Jt ill cl ·t •rmi 1 • 
·t · in de el ping a 









This makes the development environment vital m completing the 
programming process. 
All analy is and reviews had b en d ne in details to determine the most 
suitable environment in achieving the project objectives. Besides all that 
thre main asp ts that being empha is n i the control structures 
algorithm and data tructure. 
Phase V: Testing and Maintenance 
Testing is done to en ure that th system function as it was uppo t . It 
is done to detect faults in the that 11 th m dule de el ped are 
free from errors and the system can response to request effectively. 
Testing is one of the most important elements to ensur whether the 
system developed will be able to fulfill users request. High quality system 
will b abl to handl any f y tern te ing. To achi ve this, all 
sp cificati n, d ign and program d ne during the system development 









3.3 Summary of chapter 3 
In principle the result of each pha e is ne or more documents which approved 
igned off'). he foll wing phase hould not start until the previous phase has finished. 
In practice these rages overlap and feed information to each other. During design, 
pr blem with requir meats arc identified during coding design problem are found and 
o on. The ftware pr ce is n t a simple linear m de! but invol e in a sequence of 
iterati n of the dev I pment activitie . 
Because f the st of producing and appro ing docum nt iterations are c tly 
and involve significant r work. Ther fore after a mall numb r f iterati n it i normal 
to freeze parts of the developmen such as the specification and to continue with the 
later development stages. Problems are left for later res lution ignored r are 
programmed around. This premature freezing of requirements may mean that the system 
won t do what u er wits. It ma lead t badl tru tured ystem a design problems 
ar circum at d b irnplementati n tric . 
Durin th· fin l lifi·· · cl {op n1tion and maintenance) the software is 
in th · ri in 1 fh are re uir ments are discovered. 
n ~w functi nal ity is identified. The 
ikin 1 th ·c ch n e 
f)Ut int 









There are pros and cons of using the Waterfall Model and therefore this model 
should only be used when the requirements are well understood. However, the Waterfall 
Model reflects engineering practice and thoroughly consideration has been made 
b forehand. on equ ntly s ftware proce s based on this appr ach are still used for 










CHAPTER 4: SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
4.0 Introduction 
y tern analysis is the pr ce s of extracting the needs of a system and what the 
system must do to satisfy the us r requir ments. The goal of this analysis is to first 
understand the domain of the problem and the ystem s responsibilities by understanding 
how the user u e r will u c the sy tern. In this chapter we will fi cus n the 
requirements analysi . Th term 'r quirement' i not u ed throughout the s ftware 
industry in a c nsi tent way. In me ca e a r quirem nt i s en a high-le 1 ab tra t 
statement of a servic that the ystem hould pr vid r c nstraint n the sy t m. At the 
other extreme, it is a detailed, math matically formal definition. of a syst m function. 
4.1 System Requirement Analysis 
System requirement analysis can be divided into 2 sub-categories: 
)- Functional requirement 
Non-functional requirem nt 
4.1.1 . uncti n I Requirem ·ot 
F 111 ti n tl r · ui m ·nt • fun ti ns r y t rn abilities. Functional 
· pl in th · int ·ro ti n y tern and its en ironments. 
lr · ·t 1t 'fl1l'llts tern , ho ld pr ide, how the ystem 
h u(d l''I ·t t 
. ituati n , Jn 
th· . tern h uld beha e in articul 
th f u ·ti n 1 r quir m ·nts may ol c plicitl tat 










U er have to login every time they want to use the system. his 
functi n require u er to input login name and pa sword. Accessed will only 
be given if the password is corr ct for the login name specified. 
Update record function 
he update uncti n enable user· t cho se weather to eliminate, add r 
change the r c rds in the database. The function require input for update 
pr cess and th updated r c rd will be di played as a r ult. 
> Patient's information r ord function 
This function will retrieve all patient information. At the end the function 
will function will display a me age f onfirmati n th t the inf rmati n ha 
been recorded. 
> Patient history check/unction 
This function will display all of the information that had been recorded 
be for fr m th pati nt' s r cord. 
);.- Billing/unction 
hi fun ti n i m us e e fee t patients for treatments and 
h • in rm ti n · 11 then be forwarded to charge 
inf1 n11 tti n rm. 
I 'i'clf •lz tJO •f Ion 
JI i un ·tion en d ) n r · · rd r a ipecific pati nt 









4.1.2 Non-Functional Requirements 
Non-functional requirements, as the name suggests are those requirements 
th tare not directly c ncern d with the pecific functions delivered by the system. 
They may rclat to mergent system properties such as r liability response time, 
and t re ccupancy. Alternatively they may define constraint on the system 
uch as the capabilitie f I/ input/output de ices and the data repre ntation . 
N n-functional requir ments are limitation where y tern must p rate to 
elirninat th limitati n. N n-functional r uir m nt for this sy t m r · a 
follows: 
Reliability 
This system is reliable and will not require a high maintenance cost if it is used 
according to the correct procedures. 
~ Security 
There are s curity feature v bile ace pting input r while retri ving data such as 
passw rd r t tion. 
'1 his mean · th t inp 1t n ut ut 
r impl c t 
• 
1 rcn. in in 'tfll ·ti n. u · 
sp ific purp se in the system 












Interesting int rface is a vital aspect needed to encourage user to use the system. 
It is also a u er-friendly ba d to make it easy for user e pecially first-timer to use 
thi ystem. 
4.2 oftware Requirement 
4.2.1 Server oftware requirement 
ten ible Markup nguage M 1. 
Mier soft Acces 2 0 - atabasc rep it ry 
Windows NT erv r 4.0- Network Operating y tern 
Microsoft Wind 
~ Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.0 
~ Macromedia Dream wea er MX 
~ Notepad 
4.2.2 lient oftware requirement 
ind 







4.3 Hardware peciflcation 
4.3.1 erver Hardware requirement 
} Pentium III 400MHz computer and above 
20 B Hard i k pace 
).> A1 le' t 128 M RAM 
);> N twork interface ard 1 ) and network connection with 
recommended bandwidth at 15 Mbps or m r 
ther tandard c mputer periph r 1 
Standard Input/Output Device 
4.3.2 Client Hardware requirement 
)> A Pentium 3 with 750 MHz processor 
)> At least a 64 MB RAM 
N twork conn ti n through xisting network configuration or modem 








4.4 Technology Considerations 
4.4.l Microsoft Windows XP 
As the latest op rating system Windows XP is inherently more reliable 
than Windows NT. ln addition to this any "vulnerabilities" that are found in the 
operating y tern is acted up n quickly by Mier soft ensuring that Windows XP 
will remain as table and secure operating ystem as pos ible. A number of 
"behind the scenes" improvements and enhan ement al en ur that Window. 
XP is a significantly better op rating y tern than earli r er ion , uch 
Windows NT. One of the most notable improv m nt i in the ysterns r silience 
to loss of network - if the PC wer to lo e it' n tv rk conn ction Wind w XP is 
able to continue unaffected. This is largely down to the fact that a number of 
applications, such as Microsoft Office are installed locally n the hard disk - on 
Windows NT these applications are accessed o er the network. 
4.4.2 Internet E plorer 6 
Int rn t --xplorer a t f t hnlgi . in icr s ft Windows 
s km dmt pr n · ature and a fl ible and reliable 
P, in ws Millennium Edition 
ind and Wind w N 4.0 with 
s ., 1 
h th ·r u ir h m · l · h \. ir nt ·nt r · tin e-m •ii on th • 









Internet technologies, or a Web developer creating Web content Internet Explorer 
6 gives you the freedom to xperience the best of the lnternet. 
Features and Technologies at a Glance 
Internet xplorer 6 includes many new and enhanced features that can 
simplify the daily tasks that you perform while helping you t maintain the 
privacy of y ur pe onal information n the Web. Here is a quick l k at s m of 
the major features f Internet xplorer 6 that help to provide a fle ible and 
reliable br wsing exp rience on the Web. 
Flexibility 
With new, innovative browser capabilities and featur such as Auto 
Image Resizing, Image Toolbar Media Bar and Print Preview it's easy t 
manage, save, and print your pictures and other media from Web pages. Features 
such as Favorites, Auto Complete History and the Search Companion help y u 
quickly find what you n d online. And th cu t mizabl b w ing layout makes 
it easy to change y ur lay ut ou can 'P rien the Web the way you want. 
•b Pri re 
Jnt · n ·t t: pl r h ·I 
1 rt-for ·n ... ' Idle n lh • l11t ·rn · 
u m na ae · ur ' urity and pnvacy 
uard your family' 
.onal i1 f rm tion m. 
1hut Wei . it·. illc ·t it ut u, ct Jiff·r ·nt 1 · 
on th· W b ilh ·1 urity Z< nc , and u: c 1 nt nt 










objectionable content. These tools support the Platform for Privacy Preferences 
(P3P) a technology under development by the World Wide Web Consortium 
(W3 ). 
Reliability 
Internet "'Xplorer 6 help deliver a more stable and more reliable web 
browsing experience. New fault collection services help t id nti y potential 
problems that need to be fixed in future updat t Wind ws Internet 
technologies. 
4.4.3 The .NET Framework 
The .NET Framework is a Multilanguage environment for building 
deploying and running Web Services and application . It consi ts of two main 
parts: 
~ Common Language Runtime 
D pite its name the runtim actuall bas a r le in b th a component s 
runtim and dev l pm nt tim peri nee . While the c mponent is 
r mana ing memory allocation, 
e ~ , and nf orcing security 
d nent might 
111 r le 
running. th runtime i re 
t rtin u nd illing thr ·a , 









especially when compared to COM today. In particular features such as 
reflection dramatically reduce the amount of code a developer must write 
in rder to tum business logic into a r usable component. 
Unified programming classes 
The frameworks provide developers write a unified object oriented 
hierarchical xtensible set of cla s librari (API ). urrently ++ 
develop rs use the Micros ft Foundation Clas s. Java devel p rs use the 
Windows ~oundation lasses and Visual basic developers use Visual 
basic s APis. The framework unifies these di parate framew rk . By 
creating a common set of APis acros all programming languages the 
.NET framework enables er ss-language inheritance err r handling and 
debugging. All programming language from Jscript to ++ b come 
equals and developers are free to choose the language that they want to 
use. 
4.4.4 Window11 NT erver 4.0 
Wind w N 
cntir ly n w 
m th groun up by Micro oft as an 
n - it c that is free from the 
-bit . ~ h Mier ft d elopment team led 
V operating system) 















Microsoft Window N Serv r 4.0 i a multipurpose erver perating 
sy tern. A multipurpose operating ystem integrate a variety of netw rk services. 
The ervices it pr vides are designed to address customer requir ment and are 
managed in a ingle way. The features of Window NT erver 4. include: 
Microsoft Management Console 
Microsoft Management console r leased with Window NT rv r' 
built-in Web server, Internet Information Server (US 4.0 combine the 
administration tasks of IIS into one tool and allows administrators to create task- 
based consoles that can be delegated to the appropriate administrator. This 
provides administrators with one integrated utility for managing their applications 
and Web environment. 
Windows 9 er Interfac 
rating tern u r interface has been 
int rat ·cl int 
AtJruinl. tr ti · 
Tl 
ft rv r ,' 
t .m u •r int rface has en 









A network diagnostic tool, the Network Monitor examines network traffic 
to and from the server at the packet-level. It can captur network traffic so you 
can analyze it later. 
4.4.5 XM.L 
XML a markup language for d cuments containing structured 
information. Structured information contain b th c nt nt w rd pictur , etc.) 
and som indication of what role that c ntent play for example c nt nt in a 
section heading has a different meaning from content in footnot which mean 
something different than content in a figure capti nor c ntent in a databa table, 
etc.). Almost all documents have some structure. A markup language is a 
mechanism to identify structures in a document. The XML sp cification define a 
standard way to add markup to documents 
XML is an open standard for defining data el m nts on a web page and 
business d cument . In contrast t HTML markup language, which defines how 
elements n web a ar di pin ed. d fin s the structured information 
lements · ntain. l marku l n uage that was originated from 
r th Int m t ia web browsers. 
r in~ rmati n. Within the primary 
f 
ML. 
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An XML document is a database only in the strictest sense of the term. 
That is, it is a collection of data. A a 'databa e' format XML has some 
advantages [as it is a meta-data language] because fits elf- describing and it can 
describe data in tree or graph structures. It also has some disadvantages as it is 
verbose and access to the data is slow due to parsing and text conversion (Bourett, 
2002) 
From the paragraph tak n above a simple deduction can be made that 
XML and its surrounding technologies c n itut a imple databa f rmat r 
rather like the DBMS format. om of its advantage are the ability t pr vide 
data storage and retrieval in XML document format data chemas via DTDs and 
XML schemas query language via XQuery XPath XQ XM -QL and o n, 
programming interfaces via DOM and SAX (Bourret, 2002). On th other hand 
its advantages are lack of features that are vital in any pr du tion environment 
such as efficient data storage and retrie al ind xes security and transactions, 
data integrity performance multi-user ace s and lastl p rforming complex 
queries across multipl XML st rag . Th ref re, it has to b coexisting with 
RDBM t c mplement ach ther. 
XML vs. HTM. 
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pace with changing technology and to bring variations in presentation 
(stylesheets) to the Web. However these changes are always rigidly c nfined by 
what the browser vendor hav implemented and by the fact that backward 
compatibility is paramount. And for people who want to disseminate information 
widely, features supported by only the latest releases of Netscape and Internet 
xpl rer are not u eful. 
XML sp cifies neither semantics nor a tag set. In fact XML i r ally a 
meta-language for describing markup languages. In other words XM pr vid s a 
facility to define tags and the tructural relati n hip betw n them. ince ther 1 
no predefined tag set there can't b any pr concciv d emantics. All f the 
semantics of an XML document will either be defined by th application that 
process them or by stylesheets 
XML vs. SGML 
XML is defined as an application profile of SGML. SGML is the Standard 
Generalized Markup anguage defin d I 887 . GML has been the 
tandard end r-ind nd nt t maint in f tructured 
d um mtati n f r m r than d ad '. ut it i 11 suited to serving 
d cum nts 
thi.1 
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capable of understanding the full generality of SGML. XML is, roughly speaking, 
a restricted form of SGML. 
For technical purists it's important to note that there may also be subtle 
differences between document as understood by XML systems and those same 
documents as understood by GML ystems, In particular, treatment of white 
space immediately adjacent to tag may be different. 
Wily XML? 
In order to appreciate XM it is important t under tand why it was 
created. XML was created so that richly structured documents could be u d over 
the web. The only viable alternatives HTML and SGML are not practical f r this 
purpose. HTML, as we've already discussed comes bound with a set of semantics 
and does not provide arbitrary structure. SGML provid s arbitrary structur but i 
too difficult to implement just for a web brov s r. Full SGML systems solve large, 
complex problems that justify their expense. Viewing tructured documents sent 
over the web rar ly carri s uch ju tificati n. 
Thi i n t t 
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XML Development Goals 
1. It shall be straightforward to use XML over the Internet. Users must be able to 
view XML documents a quickly and easily as HTML documents. In practice 
this will only be possible when XML browsers are as robust and widely 
available as HTML browsers, but the principle remains. 
2. XML shall support a wide variety f applications. XML should be beneficial 
to a wide variety of diverse applications: auth ring browsing, content 
analysis etc. Although the initial f cu i on scrvin tructur d documen 
over the web, it is not meant to narrowly define XM . 
3. XML shall be compatible with SGML. Most of the people invol ed in the 
XML effort come from organizations that ha e a lar e in ome ca es 
staggering, amount of material in SGML. XML was designed pragmatically 
to be compatible with existing standards while solving the relatively new 
problem of sending richly structured documents over the web. 
4. It shall be easy to write programs that pr c XML d cument . The 
colloquial way of expre ing thi g al hil . th pe was being developed 
was hat it ught t tak n ut t mp tent computer science 
uild a r gram that can pr e 
tlon 11 ·utur . in i t kept t an ab olute 
minimum, ( pti n I .atur in vita ly rai se c mpati ility 
!-ih r • d ·um nt' nd m itime ' lead t pr .I 'in 









6. XML documents should be human-legible and reasonably clear. If you don't 
have an XML br wser and you've received a hunk of XML from somewher , 
you ought t be able to l ok at it in your favorite text editor and actually 
figure out what the content means. 
7. The XML design should be prepared quickly. Standards efforts are 
notoriously low. XM was needed immediately and was dev loped as 
quickly a possible. 
8. The design of XML shall b formal and c noise. In many ways a c r Bary to 
rule 4 it ssentially mean that XML mu t be expre ed in N and must b 
amenable to modern compiler to ls and technique . There ar a number of 
technical reasons why the SGML grammar cannot be expres ed in BNF. 
Writing a proper SGML parser requir s handling a variety of rarely used and 
difficult to parse language features. XML does not. 
9. XML documents shall be easy to create. Although ther will eventually be 
sophisticated editors to create and edit XML content the won't appear 
imm diately. In th interim it must i 1 to creat XML documents in 
th r v y : directl in t xt dit r. · ith impl hell and P rl scripts etc. 
1 O. · er ·e1 e in L m rku i · f minimal im nan . ral GML language 
feutu ignc t minimize th am unt ftyping required to manually 
I.. l are n t up rted in XM . From an 
nl th -. e J mn: ·nt · in istin zui ·h ble fr m th ir more 










to the SGML parser (or the person writing it, anyway). In addition, most 
modern editors offer better facilities to define shortcuts when entering text. 
4.4.6 Microsoft Access 2003 
Access 2003 provides a powerful set of tools that are sophisticated enough for 
professional developers, yet easy to learn for new users. Create or use powerful database 
solutions that make organizing accessing, and sharing information easier than ever. 










Access and Use Information from Multiple Sources 
Use information from a variety of formats and programs-all in a familiar interface. 
• Incorporate a wide range of data sources. 
Access 2003 supports a variety of data formats including Extensible Markup Language 
(XML), OL ~ Open Database onnectivity (ODBC), and Microsoft Windows® 
SharePoint™ Services. 
• Link business systems. 
Link tables so that you can access data from multiple databases at one time in Access 
2003 forms, reports, and data-access pages. Link tables from other Microsoft Access 
databases, Microsoft Excel spreadsheets ODBC data sources Microsoft SQL Server™ 
databases and other data sources. 
• Get the most from your enterpri e data. 
Inc r rote 
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Depend on Access 2003 
Reduce errors and get help when you need it. 
• Give your forms a new look. 
Access 2003 supports themes from Microsoft Windows XP to give your forms a 
consistent design. 
• View dependency information. 
Quickly find table queries, forms, or reports that depend on a particular database 
object. 
• Help eliminate errors. 
The new error checking feature flags common errors in forms and reports, making 
testing and fixing errors faster. After errors are flagged, you are given options to 
correct the errors saving time and helping you to create more accurate forms and 
reports. 
• Update properties automatically. 
hange a fi Id pr p rty in a t le and all th forms or reports that have controls bound 
lo it can u lut d uut muti 111 . 
our lnformutiun in pow rful v n . 










• Easily back up your information. 
In Access 2003, save a copy of the database you're working on to another location. 
• Find the help you need. 
From the Getting Started and Help task panes, access Assistance on Office Online. It 
provides help and assistance articles that are updated regularly from requests and issues 
of other users. ome functionality in these task panes requires a connection to the 
Internet. 
Share Information with Confidence 
Design forms and reports that you can save and open in previous versions of Access, 
making it easier to share your information. 
• Share information more efficiently. 
Export and import data, and link to lists on Windows Share Point Services sites where 
other team members can ace ss your data. Building these sites requires Microsoft 
Wind w erver:rM 20 3 running Wi11dow bar Point S rvices. 
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• Use compatible file formats. 
Access 2003 uses Access 2000 as the default file format for new databases. Because 
Access version 2002 and Access 2000 can use and modify the same database, 
organizations can roll out Access 2003 while maintaining capability with existing 











In practice it may be difficult to separate functional and non-functional 
considerations and to identify requirements which relate to the system as whole. In 
reality, the distinction between these different types of requirement is not as clear cut as 
these simple definitions suggest. It is also necessary to determine what kind of software 
or technology to be applied to fulfill the system' requirement. However, when developed 










CHAPTER 5 SYSTEM DESIGN 
5.0 Introduction 
System design is the phase in which the requirements analyzed and produced in the 
system analysis phase are translated and converted into a representation characteristics of the 
proposed system. The design process involves developing several models of the system at 
different level of abstraction. As a design is composed, errors and omission in earlier stages 
are discovered. Generally, thi phase will be focusing on architectural design, functional 










5.1 Architectural Design 
Large system can be decomposed into sub-system that provides some related set of 
services. The initial design process of identifying those sub-systems and establishing a 
framework for sub-system control and communication is called architectural design. It 
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5.1.1 Architectural design of Electronic Medical Record 
The system will start at the main page whereas everyone can view the system. 
But just for authorized users that have username and password are allow login the 
system. Then, there are several options that have to be choose by the user to use the 
ystem. The first service is patient's information. It will contain patient's details and 
his/her medical record. The user can update the service for any additional input. The 
next service will be Patient Billing system. For this category it contain collecting 
deposit, payment and also calculation of changes. Another option is pharmacy. For 
this service, it just retrieves the prescription of the patient. The next option will be 
appointment. This will be very useful to the user especially patient on getting doctor 
for an appointment of medical check-up. But, the appointment schedule and decision 
are just can be view only by some department and physicians while patient can only 
just choose the time and date of an appointment. The last option is medical certificate, 










5.2 Process Design 
Process design will be visualize using Data Flow Diagram. It is a graphical technique 
that will display the data flow in the system. As a transformer of data, the diagram shows the 
data flow into the system, how they are transformed and how they leave the system. The 
emphasis is on the flow of the data, not on the flow of control. It will also be able to view the 
changing process or the converting process that is being implemented to the data once the 
data goes into the system, through the system and out of the system. The hierarchy is 
expressed by layering, so that different details are shown in different layers. It can be divided 













































5.2.1 Functional Diagram 
Electronic Medical Records 
User Module 
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Functional Diagram for User Access Control Sub-process 















































Functional Diagram for Search Services Sub-Processes 
Search Services 
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5.3 Database Design 
Database design is the process of translating logical data models into physical database 
schemas. The design of the database is very important because it greatly affect the 
performance of data retrieval, updating and query as well as in the run time period of the 
system. Besides that a database should be reliable, adaptable and scalable to new unforeseen 
requirements and applications. The attributes of the database is listed as below: 
5.4 : Examples of Database Design 
Table 5.1: System Registration table 
Field Name Data Type Length Index Description 
Primary 
User Id Varchar 10 The ID for each system 
Key 
user 
System user's login 










Table 5.2: The Patient information table 
Field Name Data Type Length Index Description 
Patient Name Varchar 150 Patient's Name 
Patient IC Varchar 20 Patient's IC 
- 
Primary Unique ID that represent each 
Patient Id Varchar 20 
key patient 
DOB Date/time 10 Patient's Date of Birth 
~ 
Age Int 4 Patient s age 
Address Text 500 Patient's address 
OfficePhone Varchar 20 Patient's Office Phone 
Homephone Varchar 20 Patient's homephone 
Mobilephone Varchar 20 Patient's mobilephone 
Postal code Varchar 20 Postcode 
State Varchar 50 State 
Pager Varchar 50 Pager 
- - - 
Fax Varchar 50 Fax 
~- 
c 
Varch r 30 Patient's e-mail .-rn ii 
- 











Table 5.3: Billing Statement table 
Field Name Data Type Length Index Description 
Primary Unique ID that 
PaymentNo Varchar 20 
key represent each policy 
Balance Varchar 20 Balance of payment 
Patient Name Varcbar 150 Patient's name 
Payer Varchar 150 Payer's name 
Department Varchar 50 Department's name 
Bank Code Varchar 25 Bank Code number 
Change Varchar 20 Change of payment 
Patient's reference 
RefNo Varchar 25 
Number 
Date Dateffime 10 Date of payment 










Table 5.4: Appointment form table 
Field Name Data Type Length Index Description 
Unique ID that 
Primary 
Patient Id Varchar 10 represent each 
key 
patient 
Patient Name Varchar 150 Patient's name 
Date _appointment Date/time 10 Date of appointment 
Time_ appointment Date/time 10 Time of appointment 
Doctor Id Varchar IO Doctor's ID 
Doctor Name Varchar 150 Doctor's name 
Remarks of doctor or 










5.5 Data Flow Diagram (DFD) for Electronic Medical Record System 
Data Flow Diagram (DFD) will be used to document the process requirements and 
design of Electronic Medical Records. DFD is a popular process model which depicts 
the flow of data through a system and the work or processing performed by the 
system. 
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Table 5.5 : Description of the basic notations used in DFD 
Converging Data 
Flow (b) 
each time the process is performed· it must input (or output) only 
on the di erging or converging data flows. 
ie a nee f one di erging or converging data flows should be 
interpret d 1 inclu iv or' which means that each time the 
pr cess i p r rmed, it may input or output all of the depicted 
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5.5.2 Diagram for Administrator Module 
Diagram for Administrator Module 






















5.5.3 Child Diagram for User Access Control 
Child Diagram for User Access Control 
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S.5.4 Child Diagram for Memo/Message Management 
Child Diagram for Memo/Message Management 
Seoroh Query 
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5.5.S Child Diagram for Search Services 
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5.5.6 Child Diagram for E-mail 
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5.6 User Interface Design 
Objectives of building a user interface: 
> Effectiveness of using user interface 
This can be accomplish by designing an interface that meets the user requirements 
and the simplicity if the interface to avoid confusion 
> Interface reliability 
Interface accuracy in performing data capturing without errors 
> User Judgment 
User interface development must meets user requirements and respond given by the 
system must be accurate and meets the user request. 
> Productivity 
This can be measured by developing a good user interface that reduce building cost 
and response time. 
Interface design will visualize the display that will be used as an interaction medium 
between the user and the system. There are several factors need o be considered when 
designing the interface : 
I. 1 nc r un c l r, ic n -, log s, pictur and appropriate fonts. 
id · nfut ion r user . 
x : ·l cti n x and check x e u ed to 










4. Suitable types of fonts are used so the interface would be more organized and easy to 
understand. 
5.6.1 Examples of User Interface Design 
5.6. l .1 Example of user interface design for registration login of the system 
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5.6.1.2 Example of User interface design for patient registration information 
" I 111111 I '-Ir;) £1 
( HELP SEARCH PATIENT ADMISSION LOGOUT MEDICAL 
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5.6.1.3 Example of user interface design for Billing Statement 
PATIENT ADMISSION LOGOUT MEDICAL EXIT 
PAYMENT COLLECTION 
Payment Accounl No A/C Ba&Mc:e AM 
Petient Name ADD I 




Payment~ Bank Code PRINT BILL 













5.6.1.4 Example of User interface design for Appointment form 
ITTiID5J SEARCH PATIENT , ADMISSION LOGOUT MEDICAL EXIT 
APPOINTMENT 



















The purpose of the design phase is to transform requirements statement from the 
requirement analysis phase into design specifications for construction. In other words, the 
design phase addresses how technology will be used in the system. This is because an 










CHAPTER 6 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
6.0 Introduction 
After the system designing phase on how the system should be functioning, the 
next process will involves the implementation phase. System implementation is a process 
that converts the system requirements and designs into program codes. In a software 
project, the requirements analysis, system design and implementation phases do not have 
a clear boundary. Each phase tends to overlap one another. This phase at times involves 
some modifications to the previous design. The implementation phase is an important 
element especially when it involves a project developed by a team of people where 
integration of system, works by different people takes a huge effort. 
The design phase earlier in the system life cycle is directed towards a final 
objective which is to translate the concept of the system into a software representation 
that is understood by the computer. The coding process involves transforming of the 
design into a programming language. The effort spent in this phase will actually 
detennines the success of the system and ease the processes of modification, debugging, 
testing, verification, system integration and for future enhancement. 
6.1 Development Environment 
Development nvir nment plays a major role in determining the speed of 
d veloping the y stern, in th suits le hardware and software will not only help to 
·lopmcnt ut ls determine the success of the project. After 
trnpl »nentiu , th· !iy. tern, th· r .qui imcnt h rdwar · and ftware that was stated in the 
pr viou. lw hapt ·r System Anuly ris can b finalized. he final list of the 
hurdwor and Ilwarc to >I u d t de I p the cntir • XMI browser bas d cl ctronic 
Ill dical r cord i. Ji, ted I ·low. 









Adobe Photoshop 6.0 User Interface Design Image design and creation 
Microsoft Photo Editor User Interface Design Image design and creation 
Microsoft Word 2000 Documentation Design and writing Report 
Documentation 
Table 6.1 Software Tools Requirements 
6.2 Program Development and Coding 
Program development is the process of creating the programs needed to satisfy an 
information system's processing requirements. Developing and Coding is the phase 
Which takes the longest time in the development life cycle. Therefore, using the right tool 
and the right way to develop the system are crucial in determining the success of a 
project. For Electronic Medical Record, it involves developing using different 
programming languages from Active Server Pages (ASP), Macromedia Dreamweaver 
MX, Adobe Photoshop 7.0 and Hypertext Markup Language (HTML). Before starting 
on the coding process or any other detailed works on the program, a review on the 
Program documentation needs to be done followed by design of the program and finally 










6.2.1 Review the Program Documentation 
The first and foremost step to be taken in program development phase is to review 
the program documentation that was prepared during the earlier phases. The program 
documentation prepared in the system design phase of Electronic Medical Record 
consists of architectural view, concepts and controls, module flow diagram and also the 
sample layout of the interface. The documentation provides a guide and an understanding 
of the works that need to be done in the coding phase 
6.2.2 Designing the Program 
After reviewing the program documentation, designing the program is the next 
following process after that. For this phase, determining how the program can accomplish 
the features and functions that are described in the program docwnentation and 
developing a logical solution to the programming problem is done. The logical solution 
or the logic of the program is a step-by-step solution to the programming problems. 
6.2.3 Coding Approaches 
There are two appr aches in coding namely top-down and bottom-up. The 
bon rn-up coding is based n c ding ome complete lower level modules and leaving the 
high-I· l m dule m ·r ly a k ·I t n that ar u ed to call the lower modules, whereas 
the top-d wn ppr ach i the r e 
l ·ctr ni · medical r c rd y tern wa developed modularly 
ll, inu oth th · t 1 -d wn and tt m-up ppr ache'. Devel ping Electronic medical 
re' r I with tor down or pr a h in I e · building the high-level ftware modules that 
ar • r •fin ·cl into fun ti n, and r .dur is. The ud anta cs o usin , bou m-up a ppr h 










I. Testing can begin on some of the modules while others are still being coded. 
2. Critical functions can be coded first to test their efficiency. 
6.2.4 Coding Style 
Coding style is an important attribute of source code. An easy to read source code 
makes the system easier to maintain and enhance. Elements taken into considerations 
while coding an easy to maintain and enhance system are internal documentation 
standard naming convention and standard graphical user interface. 
Internal documentation is achieved by using comments while coding, providing a 
clear guide to programmers for future enhancement. Statements of purpose indicating the 
functions of modules and descriptive comment are embedded into source code to describe 
the processing functions. 
A standard naming convention and also a standard usage of graphical user 
interface components is employed in developing the system making. Standard naming 
convention provides programmers with easy identification of variables. While a standard 
in usage of graphical user interface components provides the users an environment that 
Will not generate much surprise to them. Usages of these standards perform as a mean 
toward codin c n ist n y and tandardi ation. 
An A .tiv · rvcr p 1<; i prim rily n cripting nvironment. Languages used to develop 
an A P u l r MI ind M 1 ·r m ·dia r arnweaver MX. The challenge of coding in ASP 










6.2.5 Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) 
Using a markup language designed for simplicity and with a flexible structure, 
HTML allowed text and graphics to be displayed in a Web browser or other suitably 
enabled application. All the HTML coding normally are delimited by the 
<BODY> </BODY>tags. Certain parts of the document could become hyperlinks, 
which - when click - caused a different page or a different section of the same page to be 
displayed. 









6.2.6 Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 
Macromedia Dreamweaver MX is a professional HTML editor for designing, 
coding, and developing websites, web pages, and web applications. Whether enjoy the 
control of hand-coding HTML or prefer to work in a visual editing environment, 
Dreamweaver provides with helpful tools to enhance web creation experience. 
K<1.•• 1rr~ .. 
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Figure 6.1 Work space for Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 
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Below is an example taken from the project with file name as "ad.min.asp" 
!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN"> 
<HTML> 
<HEAD> 
<META HTIP-EQUIV="Content-Type" CONTENT="text/html; charset=IS0-8859-1 "> 
<META NAME="Author" CONTENT="Hafizam"> 
<META NAME="Generator" CONTENT="NetObjects Fusion 7.5 for Windows"> 
<fITLE>admin<ffITLE> 
</HEAD> 
<BODY NOF="(MB=(ZeroMargins, 0, 246, 0, 0), L=(adminLayout, 730, 309))" 
BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF" BACKGROUND=" ./background.gif' TEXT="#OOOOOO" 
LlNK="#0033CC" VLINK="#990099" ALINK="#FFOOOO" TOPMARGIN=O 
LEFTMARGIN=O MARGINWIDTH=O MARGINHEIGHT=O> 
~ODY> 
<IHTMI> 
Admin hange Pas word 
13 low is un · umpl t k ·n r m th · pr ~ ct with file name as "adminpasschange.asp": 
irs ' . ion "admin L<.P , ·din" . "tru ·" 'l hen 











<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN"> 
<HTML> 
<HEAD> 
<META HTTP-EQUIV="Content-Type" CONTENT="text/html; charset=IS0-8859-1 "> 
<META NAME="Author" CONTENT="Hafizam"> 
<META NAME="Generator" CONTENT="NetObjects Fusion 7.5 for Windows"> 
<TITLE>adminpasschange<!TITLE> 
<NOLA YER> 
<STYLE ID="NOF _STYLE_SHEET"> 
<I·- 
New Patient 
Below is an example taken from the project with file name as "new patient.asp": 
'**** *********generating Patient ID****************** 
set con=Server. CreateObject(" ADO DB. Connection") 
sConnString = "DRIVER={Microsoft Access Driver (* .mdb)} ·" & _ 
"DBQ=" & Server.MapPath("dbHospital.mdb") & ":" 
con.Open( sConnString) 
ct maxPatR = erver. reateObject("ADODB.Recordset") 
m P tRs. n 11 elect max idsufix) from tblPatients",con,l 3 
v r uf 
I . 











varPrefix="P" & rigbt(year( date ),2) 
varNewPatid= varPrefix & varSufix 
*************END Generating Patient ID************* 
View Patient Database in XML browser-based 
Below is an example taken from the project with file name as "patdb.asp": 
'Name of the access db being queried 
accessdb="dbHospital.mdb" 
' Connection string to the access db 
cn=="DRIVER={Microsoft Access Driver(* .mdb)};" 
cn~n & "DBQ=" & server.mappath(accessdb) 
'Create a server recordset object 
Set rs= Server. reateObject("ADODB.Records t") 
I uery the state table fr m the tat _infi db 
~qi 11!-1 I • t + fr m I IPnticnt · " 
' hx · ·ut · th • qi 










' Move to the first record 
rs.MoveFirst 
'Name for the ouput document 
file_bein 1 created= "patients.xml" 
I • create a file system object 
set fso = createobject("scripting.filesystemobject") 
' create the text file - true will overwrite any previous files 
' Writes the db output to a .xml file in the same directory 
Set act= fso.CreateTextFile(server.mappath(file_being_created), true) 
1 All non repetitive xm1 on top goes here 
act.WriteLine("<?xml version="" 1.0""?>") 
act.WriteLine("<Patients>u) 
'L p t utput all th query re ults t the xml document 
do wh] I ot 1· n r,. · 










act.WriteLine("<Patient id="""& rs("patid") &'""'>") 
'act.WriteLine("<Patient_id>" & rs("patid") & "</Patient_id>" ) 
act.WriteLine("<Patient_name>" & rs("patName") & "</Patient_name>") 
act.WriteLine("<Address>" & rs("address") & "</Address>") 
act. WriteLine("<Phone>"& rs("phone") & "</Phone>") 
act.WriteLine("<E-mail>"& rs("email") & "</E-mail>") 
act.WriteLine("</Patient>") 
I move to the next record 
rs.movenext 
loop 
' All non repetitive xml on bottom goes here 
act. W riteLine(" </Patients>") 
'close the bject xml 
act.cl 'C 










response.write "<a href='patients.xml'>Click here to see Patients</a> (.xml) Database 
<br>" 
response.write "on " & now() & "<br>" 
%> 
Modify I Delete a Patient 
Below is an example taken from the project with file name as "viewpats.asp": 
response. write "<center><br>" 
set con=Server .CreateObject(" ADODB.Connection") 
sConnString = "DRIVER={Microsoft Access Driver (*.mdb)};" & _ 
"DBQ=" & Server.MapPath("dbHospital.mdb") & ";" 
con.Open( sConnString) 
set viewPatRs=Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Recordset") 
viewPatRs.open "Select * from tblPatients" ,con, 1 3 
if viewPatRs.recordcount<l then 
resp n e.write "<font color=red><b>No Patients found</b>" 
el 
re p n e.write "<table border=l c llspacing=O 
bord ·r .ol > 11c · tr <Th Patient I <th Patient 
Nnm • th Addre: s th ·Ph n fh b-m H<th Acti n" 
de icwP 11 R:. ·of 










response.write "<td>" & viewPatRs("patName") 
response.write "<td>" & viewPatRs("address") 
response.write "<td>" & viewPatRs("phone") 
response.write "<td>" & viewPatRs("email") 
response.write "<Td> <a href=modipats.asp?patid=" & 
Server.URLEncode(viewPatRs("patld")) & ">Modify</a> I <a href-=delpat.asp?patid=" 







Below is an example taken from the project with file name as "billing.asp": 
set con= erver. reateObject "ADODB.Connection" 
onn trio ="' RIV R= Mier oft Access Driver (*.mdb)};" & _ 
rv r.MapPath("dbHospital.mdb") & ";" II 
on. ·n . nn tring 
~ ·t pntn~ ' ·r ·r. r ·ut ·( bj ·ct "Al DB.R · rd ict'' 











response.write "<font color=red><b>Sorry, currently, No Patinet is 
available</b>" 
else 
response.write "<select name=cmbPat>" 
do while not patrs.eof 
response.write "<option value=" & patrs("patid") & ">" & 





Below is an example taken from the project with file name as "viewbill.asp": 
set viewBilLRs=Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Recordset") 
viewBillRs.open "Select* from tblBill" con 1 3 
if viewBillRs.recordcount<l then 
response.write "<font color=red><b>No Bills found</b>" 
I e 
re p n e.write "<table border-I cellspacing=O 
tr ill l <th Patinet 
ID th -Ameunt th IJ~t · Ih R nnurk <th Action" 
d hil · n I iewl illRs. f 









response.write "<td>" & viewBillRs("patid") 
response.write "<td>" & viewBillRs("amount") 
response.write "<td>" & viewBillRs("bdate") 
response.write "<td>" & viewBillRs("remarks") 
response.write "<Td> <a href=delBill.asp?Billid=" & 






Below is an example taken from the project with file name as ' newcerti.asp ': 
set patrs=Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Recordset") 
patrs.open "Select* from tblPatients",con 1 3 
if patrs.recordcount<O then 
r sponse.write "<font col r=red><b>Sorry, currently No Patinet is 
avaiJable</b>" 
el 
while not pair .. c 
isp msc.writc "< ption value " & patr ("patid") & ">" & 













View I Delete a Certificate 
Below is an example taken from the project with file name as "viewcert.asp": 
set viewCertRs=Server.CreateObject(" ADODB.Recordset") 
viewCertRs.open "Select * from tblcert" .con, 1,3 
if viewCertRs.recordcount<l then 
response.write "<font color=red><b>No Certificates found</b>" 
else 
response.write "<table border=l cellspacing=O 
bordercolor=black><tr><fh>Certificate ID<th>Patinet 
ID<th>Date<fh>Remarks<th> Action" 
do while not viewCertRs.eof 
response.write "<tr><td>" & viewCertRs("Certld") 
response.write "<td>" & viewCertRs("patid") 
re ponse.write "<td>" & viewCertRs("cdate") 
respon e.write "<td>" & v1ewCertRs("remarks") 
res n e.writ " d> hre -'delCert.asp?Certid=" & 
S ·rv ·r.lJRLhu · t • & " let <I " 













Below is an example taken from the project with file name as "newdoc.asp": 
set maxDocRs=Server. CreateObject("ADOD B.Recordset") 
maxDocRs.open "Select max(idsufix) from tblDoc",con,1 3 





varPrefix="D" & right(year(date) 2) 
varNewDocid= varPrefix & varSufix 
View I Modify I Delete a doctor 
n I w i U) c lll ipl tw ·n from th. p ject with file name as "viewdocs.asp": 
• t vi wl)o ·lb S ·r er. r •11t ·( bjc ·t "A .R ecordset'') 
vi .wl cit . pen " .lect • from t I 










response.write "<font color=red><b>No Doctor found</b>" 
else 
response.write "<table border=I cellspacing=O 
bordercolor=black><tr><Th>Doctor ID<th>Doctor 
Name<th> Address<th>Phone<Th> E-mail<th> Action" 
do while not viewDocRs.eof 
response.write ''<tr><td>" & viewDocRs("Docld") 
response.write "<td>" & viewDocRs("DocName") 
response.write "<td>" & viewDocRs("address") 
response.write "<td>" & viewDocRs("phone") 
response.write "<td>" & viewDocRs("email") 
response.write "<Td> <a href=modiDocs.asp?Docid=" & 
Server.URLEncode(viewDocRs("Docld")) & "c-Mcdifyc/a> I <a 














6.2. 7 Summary 
To sum up chapter 6, we can say that the implementation of Electronic 
Medical Record system focus on various aspects which governs the functionality of the 
system to fuJfill the functional and non functional requirements of the system. Hence the 
choosing of development platform which ranges from the operating system till the 
programming platform chosen has to be up most suitable to the requirement of the 
system. The coding approach meanwhile focus on giving the best reliability and 
performance of the system and by the end of the day the Electronic Medical Record 
system can be say to be developed by the most suitable development platform with the 










CHAPTER 7 SYSTEM TESTING 
7.0 Introduction 
System testing is to ensure that the system fulfils user requirements. Before going 
live, the newly developed application system should be thoroughly tested. It is the 
process of executing the application programs with the intent of finding errors. This is 
achieved using carefully planned test strategies and realistic data so that the entire testing 
process is methodically and rigorously carried out. 
Very few programs perform correctly in the first time they are written. Also, the 
requirements for the software often change during development. The program must be 
rewritten thoroughly to make sure that it is working properly and performing. 
Testing and debugging are important processes used in system development to 
discover a defect or bug that is present in the product. Usually these two processes are 
Carried out incrementally in conjunction with system implementation. 
Software testing is often reflecting to as v rification and validation. Validation 
make ur that the de el p r i building the right product according to the specification 
and verificati n ch ck the quality f the implementation. In this chapter, software testing 









The objectives of software testing are: 
>- To reveal different classes of errors and do so with a minimum amount of time 
and effort. 
>- To demonstrate that software functions appear to be working according to 
specification. 
>- To demonstrate that behavioral and performance requirements appear to have 
been meet. 
7.1 Guidelines used in Debugging 
While develops Electronic Medical Records the following guidelines are used for 
determining the cause of a problem. 
>- Find the place where the error occurs 
Finding the place where the error occurs is crucial for fixing coding 
problems. If you have a large, complicated program that simply fails, the step is to 
determine exactly where the failure is occurring. This is not necessarily an easy 
task depending on the complexity of the code. The easiest way to find the source 
of an error is t trace the program as it runs examining the values of the data 
structure t d terrain what i wr ng. 
)... D tfine exa tly what is wr n 
nc · u kn w wh ·r · the pr I m happen you need to define exactly 
wh \I lh • r bl m is. ls u ialculuticn return th wrong result? es the wrong data 










~ Reduce the program to a simple Test Case 
A good strategy to follow when you don't know where the error is 
occurring is to reduce the program to a simple test case. Start cutting out parts of 
the code, and return the program. If the error still occurs, you will know that the 
section you remove did not cause the error. Examine the section that was remove 
if the error goes away. 
Remember that one area of our code may have the bug, but the problem may 
manifest itself in another part of the code. For example a procedure may return 
incorrect value but the returned value is not actually used until later in the main 
program. Cutting out the procedure call and replacing it with a dir ct assignment 
to returned value would reveal the source of the problem. 
~ Establish a Testing Environment 
Ideally, testing and debugging is not done in a production environment. It 
is a good idea to maintain a testing environment that production as much as 
possible-the same database but with less data. This way you can develop and test 
newer version s of your application without affecting the production version that 









7.2 Test Data 
Test Data was used in the execution of the problem. In Electronic Medical 
Record, a series oftest was conducted with data that are individually designed to 
represent the real environment as closely as possible. The following categories of test 
data were used to execute the program. 
)> Normal Test Data 
Testing with normal test data is a procedure whereby the program goes through a 
light and simple test to determine whether the program runs or not and to 
determine whether it is error-free. 
)> Erroneous Test Data 
Test with erroneous test data is a procedure whereby the program goes through an 
erroneous test. Erroneous test is a test where errors are keyed in intentionally. 
This test is vital to determine how the program or system can handle such errors 
or incorrect data and from there, the reliability and efficiency of the system can be 
predicted. 
7.3 Documentation Fault 
When the d cumentati n d n t match what the application does the application has 
d cumcntati n fault . U' lly d cumentation is d rived from system design and 
pr idc u ·) 1r descripti n wh t th· pr grarnm r would like to program to do, but the 










7.4 Test Planning 
The purpose of having test planning is to help in designing and organizing tests, so that 
testing is carried out appropriately and thoroughly. 
A test plan. has the following steps: 
1. Establishing test objectives. 
At the beginning, we have to know what we are going to test on. So, we have to 
know establish our test objectives that tell us what kinds of test cases to generate. 
2. Designing test cases 
After establishing test objectives, we begin to design the test cases that are used to 
test the system. If test cases are not representative and do not thoroughly exercise 
the functions that demonstrate the correctness and validity of the system, then the 
reminder of the testing process is useless. 
3. Writing test cases 
After designing, we have to start writing the test cases. 
4. Testing test cases 
At the same time we also test the test cases. 
5. Executing le ts 











7.5 Testing the system 
Testing is a process of exercising or evaluating a system by manual or automatic 
means to verify that it has satisfied requirements or to identify differences expected and 
actual results. Testing is probably the least understood part of a software development 
project. A bug is any unexpected, questionable or undesired aspect or behavior displayed, 
facilitated or caused by the software being tested. Testing can uncover different classes of 
errors in a minimum amount of time and effort. There are many effective approaches to 
testing object-oriented software. However most have been recently developed and are 
not yet widely disseminated. A test process that compliments object-oriented design and 
programming can significantly increase reuse, quality, and productivity. The tratcgies 
used for testing are unit testing, integration testing and system testing. 
7.5.1 Unit Testing 
Unit testing verifies that the component functions properly with the types of input 
expected from studying the component s design. The first step is to examine the program 
code by reading through it trying to spot algorithm data and syntax faults. This is 
followed by comparing the code with p cifications and with the design to make sure that 
all relevant ca es hav enc nsidered. Next the unit module is compiled and executed 
t view form r re ult and then eliminate remaining syntax faults if necessary. Finally, 
l · 'l cus ·s ur • d h w that th · input i pr p rly converted to the desired output. 
'I h fir t Ht ,1 • • )ft isling 11 ctroni Mc ical ec rd i i unit te 'ting. nit testing 










application. The following steps specify how unit testing is carried out for this 
application: 
1. The code of the program is examined by reading through it to spot for 
algorithmic fault and syntax fault. 
2. The unit module is compiled and executed to eliminate remaining faults. 
3. Test cases are developed to ensure that the input is properly converted into 
the desired output. 
Choosing test cases 
To test a component, input data and condition ar chosen. Th n the component is 
allowed to manipulate the data, and output is observed. The input is selected so that the 
output demonstrates something about the behavior of the code. A test point or test cases 
is a particular choice of input data to be used in testing a program. 
To perform tests on the components, we must first determine the test objectives. Then, 
we select test cases and define a test designed to meet the specific objective. Some data 
are purposely chosen to be improper. This is to check that the code handles incorrect data 
gracefully. 
Test thoroughn« 
'I t ·st a · d • the r u hi w an cho test cases using at least one of several 
111 pr ·heel 1 the d ttt m nipulatcd y th c de: 
I. 1 l 1tc11 ·ut le. tin 1: I:. ·ry .tate cnt in the c mp nent i executed at least 









2. Path testing: Every distinct path through the code is executed at least once 
in some test. 
Unit Test Case Example 
Each table in database has at least associated with one-trigger programs. Unit 
testing was carried out on each trigger program once it was completed. Table below 
shows the test case for unit testing on the administrator maintenance trigger program. 
Table 7. I Test cases for administrator maintenance 
Step Test Procedure Expected Output Test Result Analyzing 
1 Add a new patient particular into The record is Record is inserted 
the patient information form and inserted into successfully 
submit button database 
permanently 
2 Press the view patient database Patients The information is 











7.5.2 Integration Testing 
When the individual components are working correctly and meet the objectives, 
these components are combined into a working system. In other words, integration testing 
is the process of verifying that the system components work together as described in the 
system and program design specifications. 
Integration testing is used in Electronic Medical Record for constructing its 
program structure while at the same time conducting tests to uncover errors associated 
with interfacing. The objectives are to take unit-tested modules and build a program 
structure that has been dictated by design. This testing will ensure that the interfaces such 
as the module calling sequence in Electronic Medical Record are systematized and link to 
the correct document. 
In Electronic Medical Record, an incremental integration strategy approach is 
used. Electronic Medical Record main system is constructed and testing in small 
segments where errors are easier to isolate and correct; interfaces are more likely to be 
tested completely. 
7.5.3 ub-system Testing 
This ph 1' • inv I c · t .stin 1 11 ·cti s f m dule that have been integrated into 
, uh-Hy.·t .m . Hui -: yskr c m lY · ind ·p .nd ntly d igned and implemented. The most 








data type mismatch and causing run-time error. The sub-system test process was 
therefore concentrated on the exception error handling. 
Sub-system Test Case Example 
After administrator has successfully login into Electronic Medical Record, he or 
she can now choose what menu that wanted to be generate, either password changing, 
adding new patient, view patient's record, billing system, or medical certificate system. 
Table below shows the test case for generating administrator module. 
Step Test Procedure Expected Output Test Result Analyzing 
1. At Electronic Medical A form of patient's A form of patient's 
Record Administrator information interface will information interface 
main menu, select new pop out appears. 
patient 
2. Select submit tab Generate new patient The correct page was 
page will be displayed successfully shown 
3. Select iew patient ta Preview f patient Patient information with 
inf rmation will display correct data display out. 
4. elect th pati nt Generate xml datab se The xml database output 
data! as' tu ith pati nt in rmati n of patient information was 
ucce sfully display out. 









7.5.4 System Testing 
The last testing procedure done is system testing. Testing the system is very 
different from unit testing and integration testing. The objectives of unit testing and 
integration testing are to ensure that the code has implemented the design properly. In 
other words, the code is written to do what the design specifications intended. In system 
testing, a very different objective is to be achieved, that is to ensure that the system does 
what the users want it to do. 
Electronic Medical Record is tested whether it meets specific performance 
efficiency objectives in performance testing. Data Integrity Testing is used to verify that 
the data is stored in a manner where it is not compromised under updating restoration or 
retrieved processing in Electronic Medical Record. 
The following system testing was carried out: 
The last testing procedure done is system testing. Testing the system is very 
different from unit te ting and integration testing. The objectives of unit testing and 
integrati n te ting are t n ure that the c de ha implemented the design properly. In 
ther w rd the c de i written to d what the d ign specifications intended. In system 
tcstin , u iry di. r nt bj ·cti c is t b achieved, that is to ensure that the system does 
int it t 
hi ·tr mi M idicul I{ • • r I i te tcd wh th r it meets specific performance 










the data is stored in a manner where it is not compromised under updating restoration or 
retrieval processing in Electronic Medical Record. 
The following system testing was carried out: 
1. Recovery test 
Recovery test address responses to the presence of faults or loss of data, 
power, devices or services. One of these was carried out by restore the database 
wills the application is running. The test result showed that Electronic Medical 
Record application could still function properly by retrieving records from the 
database. 
2. Stress Test 
Stress test is to determine whether a program fulfill the requirements 
defined for it. Equally important is to make sure that program works, as it should, 
even under extreme condition. 
3. Security Testing 
Verify the protection mechanism in the system against improper 
penetration. 
4. Performance Te ting 
Performance Testing addres es the non-functional requirements of the 
upj licuti er rm nc te t carried out for this application are:- 
/. J olum ' Tests 
Th · (j •l<l and r .cord arc check d l ·e if they can accommodate all 










II. Security Tests 
This test ensures that the application fulfills the security requirements. 
111 Timing Tests 
System performance is timed to ensure that it meets user's 
requirements. 
IV. Human Factor Tests 
Display of the page and messages are examined to determine user 
friendliness. 
5. Usability Test 











Testing is one of the important steps in developing a system. Precision and 
accuracy of output data is considered during this process. Unit, module, integration and 
system testing has been carried out for the Electronic Medical Record. These testing 
approaches lead to delivering a quality system to users. The objective of a system will 









CHAPTER 8:SYSTEM EVALUATION 
8.0 Introduction 
System evaluation is a process where system developer evaluates the system after 
the system has been fully developed. Normally, the developer will evaluate the system 
from many aspects, which will summarize the system strengths and limitation. In 
addition, the problems encountered during process developing were listed down with the 
solutions figure out during the developing process. This chapter also includes the future 
enhancements for the system in order to get a more satisfactory system. 
8.1 Problem Encountered and solution 
The following are the major problems encountered from the beginning of the 
project through the end of the system development process. 
);;>- Difficulties in choosing a Development Technology, Programming Language 
and Tools. 
There are many software tools available to develop a window-based 
database system currently a tated in the earlier chapters. Choosing a suitable 
technology and t 1 wa a critical proc ss as all tools have their strengths and 
weakne e . In additi n, the a ailability f the required tools for development is 
al, a maj r c n iderati n. 
, olutlou: 
In rd ·rt . I· • thl: J r l m. · d ice and views were s ught fr m project 









Furthermore, surfing the internet and visiting the library helped to clarify 
some doubts. 
)> Set up the Development Environment 
The operating system needed to run this project is Microsoft Windows XP 
Professional. So, the computer has to be formatted. Furthermore, the set up of the 
server are critical for the operation of the application development. Therefore the 
setup process took a long time because lack of experience. Besides, the repeated 
failure of the server required re-installation as a remedy and this consumed time 
and effort. 
Solution: 
This difficulty is solves with the assistance of my friends, those who had 
experienced to set up such development environment. 
)> Determining scope of system to be built 
As the name XML data warehouse for browser-based electronic medical 
records implied t build a full seal complet sy tern is impossible within the 
given time frame. lnexp rienc d with th current survey procedure in the real 
w rid was an ther hindranc t impl m nt time workable registration procedures 











Many discussions were held with project supervisor to outline the scope of 
project to be built during in the initial stages of the project. After the scope 
has been defined, analysis of the others almost same system was done. 
)> Lack of evaluation by the end user. 
It was unable to look for a hospital group to test my system. I do not really 
know how and user or administrator will react to this system. 
Solution: 
As a result, my course mates and friends help me did the testing process. 
)> Insufficient Development Time 
There are still a lot of features that can be build into Electronic Medical 
Record to make it more useful and towards to achieved the goal of handling XML 
data warehouse for browser-based. Due to the time constraint Electronic Medical 
Record only implemented on crucial features and functionality before any 
additional tools are develops. 
Solution: 
Time gi n t u t de elop a syst m is ery short since that we still have 
handle a ignrnents that gi en t us by others subjects. For me, there is not 









~ Insufficient knowledge on Electronic Medical rules, hospital work flow and 
XML application 
As a beginner building Electronic Medical Record application with 
development software is not an easy job. This is a major problem as the hospital's 
work flows and business rules in the real world is somehow different from the 
daily seen stand-alone application programming. As a result, an exhaustive effort 
was done on scratching the basic understanding and skills that are nece sary to 
meet the end-user's requirements. 
Solution: 
Getting hospital information and also XML notes thr ugh internet wer 
among some of the efforts taken to overcome this problem. 
~ Lack of knowledge Visual Interdev, Macromedia Dream weaver MX and HS. 
Since there was little knowledge of programming in Visual Interdev, 
dream weaver MX and also ITS application there was an uncertainty in 
programming on how to update it in the local host. Besides that, all that were 
never been taught. 
olution: 
iscu ion with friend using th same technology was great help. A more 









8.2 System strength 
During the development of this project, several system strengths were 
identified and described as follows: 
~ User friendliness and Easy to use Interface 
Some useful Graphical User Interface (GUI) such as icon, command 
buttons, drop down list boxes and record sorting button are provided which 
attract the users to navigate through the system and give faster access. This 
user-friendly interface can shorten the learning curve and reduce training 
costs, which include money and time. The menu-driven and pop-up 
windows or pull-down menus are built to facilitate the individual needs of 
the users. 
~ Security Features 
Security issues are taken into consideration for the each and every module 
so as t prevent any unauthorized users from manipulating the data stored 
in the data he maintenance module is protected with password and 
pecific l gin I nly the authorized p rson is allowed to update and add 










);>- Display processing message 
There are a lot processes between the system and its database, therefore, it 
is important to inform the users what the system has done when clicking 
on any command button. For example, message like "information is saved 
successfully" will be displayed to inform the user. This is to let the user 
knows that the record is already inserted or deleted into/from the database 
successfully. Without these messages user might think that the system is 
faulty if no results are returned when a command is executed. 
);>- Able to provide database maintenance and utilities 
Users are able to do housekeeping for database maintenance. They can 
create, add, modify, update and delete the association information. Besides 
that, they can also keep track on the records and view the reports 
graphically. Furthermore the user can back up and restore the database. 
);>- Useful Report Generating 
Electr nic Medical R cord able to generate useful patient information, 








8.3 System Limitations 
The following list the limitations of the Electronic Medical Record system: 
)> Installation limitation 
Because of Electronic Medical Record was developed using Visual 
Interdev and Dream weaver MX, so it can only run properly under 
Windows 2000, Windows ME and Windows Professional. In order to 
install Electronic Medical Record in earlier ver ion of Window operating 
system, some installation package need to be download from Microsoft 
website and some setting used to be performed, For further information 
please kindly refer to Microsoft website, http://www.rnicrosofl.c rn 
)> Mail system 
Due to the time constraint, internet mail system is not provided in 
Electronic Medical Record. So doctors and patient can't communicate 
with each other through e-mail. This may cause inconvenient to all doctors 
and patient. 
s tr ru11J, Limitation 
ln Elc ·tr ni M ·dicul Rec rd. it di rent from others hospital system. 
r up th tallow ·d by the administrat r can use this system 
ct >r. ind patient. ut d ct r · can allowed their assi uant to 










» Medical Record 
Due to time constraint, the medical records were not properly prepared 
into medical format. This is because of the medical records have to be 
presented into XML data ware house so that times needed in order to 
explore how to make it work. 
)- Password 
Password is not encrypted and this result in high vulnerability as 
password. 
8.4 Future Enchantments 
Future enchantments can be done to make the system more advance and easy to 
use. A system development knows no boundaries as new requirements and better 
implementation methods continue to arise and evolve. There are several enchantments 
that could extend after developed the system: 
).- Mails sf m and int trn I taler 
rd is n t pr vides send e-mail and check e- 
me m re c mplete if it has mail system and 










~ Attractive Interface 
Electronic Medical Record will become better if its interface is enhanced to be 
more attractive and interactive by adding more meaningful and user-friendly 
images, 3D images, animation images and sounds. 
~ Tool Tip Help 
Tool tip help will be shown to the user to provide a basic guide to use the part of 
the form or interface. As an example, tool tip for the delete icon is "click to delete 
the patient's information record". This makes the user clearly know the action 
will be taken by the system once they click to the delete image link. So 












Overall, the Electronic Medical Record system has achieved and fulfilled the 
objectives and requirements as a hospital application as determined during system 
analysis. Any hospital or clinic group can use this system to manage their medical 
records into different form from others. This system will also help hospital and clinic 
group to keep their medical records in more secured and different ways. 
There was a lot of knowledge gained throughout the development of thi system. 
This includes knowledge in hospital workflow, medical rules, XML database, 
programming and so on. XML database proved to be a valuable experience. Even though 
programming skills and techniques are important in development good software 
engineering techniques must also be applied. Here theories and knowledge gained 
throughout the course of Information Technology studies like system analysis and design 
methods, database software engineering and software requirements were literally put into 
practice. 
finally, th "re are much m r r m f r improv ment in this system, especially in 
t irm of itnpl .rn intin 1 rn ire 1ti 'fo t ry sy tern. With the fir t step taken, enhancements 
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Electronic Medical records is a system that is used to simplify day to day task in 
running a clinic group in a modem hospital at the same time provide management with 
the necessary information to make strategic decisions. It serves essentially as a medium 
for communication between the diverse collaborating functional subsystems in a group of 
clinic in a hospital. 
Electronic medical record summaries ar now being deployed using XM to 
represent, store and display information that is extracted from existing ho pital y tern . 
Patient records are created and maintained as XML documents within an XML database. 
Data feeds from the Hospital's Information System (HIS) make use of the existing HlS 
interfaces with some customization to meet the data requirements of the XML patient 
record database. HIS extracts are triggered by events occurring within the system. As 
updates take place, the XML database can provide full auditing of transactions that have 
taken place. Access to the browser application is controlled by a security layer that can be 
integrated with the HI ystem. The W b server provides the middle layer between the 








XML for browser based Electronic Medical Record actually consist of 2 main modules 
which are: 
i) Admin module 
ii) User module: 
(a) Patients 
(b) Doctors 
As a Computer Science background student standing point of view I view the 
system as a new approach of computer automated hospital information system which 
supports the various hospital needs of an hospital organization In technical terms wise, 
the development of XML for browser-based Electronic Medical Record is deemed as a 
new dimension or more to say a bold step in developing a hospital information system 
which able to support different organization hospital needs. 
2.0 System Specification 
The system specification of the XML for brow er-based Electronic Medical Record 
consists mainly f the hardware b ing us d for the client side and the server side. 
crvcr Side Hardware pccification 
I I irdwure r .quir nl ·nt r fer t th · h irdwar upp rt needed in order to run the system 
. mo thly. 
>' p .nlium Ill 4 Ml lz coi puter and a c 









)> At least 128 MB RAM 
)> Other standard computer peripherals 
)> Standard Input/Output Devices 
Server Side Software Specification 
Software Specification refers to the software tools needed in order to run the system in 
the server 
)> Extensible Markup Language (XML) 1.0 
)> Microsoft Access 2003 - Database repository 
)> Windows NT Server 4.0- Network Op rating ystem 
)> Microsoft Windows XP Professional 
)> Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.0 
)> Macromedia Dream weaver MX 
)> Notepad 
Client Side Hardware Specification 
Hardware requirement refer to the hardware support ne ded for the client side to run the 
system moothly. 
).- /\ P ntium with 75 Ml z pr ess r 
}.- At I st a M RAM 
N ·t rk c nn · ti n thr ugh i tin netw rk configuration or modem 









Client Side Software Specification 
Software Specification refers to the software tools needed in order to run the system in 
the server. 
> Microsoft Windows XP 
)> Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.0 
The suitability of the tools being selected is solely based on the compatibility issues being 
taken into consideration during the design phase. Hence, the selection of the tools is 
deemed the most suitable to run the system as a web based system. 
3.0 XML FOR BROWSER-BASED ELECTRONIC MEDICAL RECORD 
USER GUIDE 
For this part of the User Manual is the most important part focus on helping the 
user to use XML For Browser-Based Electronic Medical Record which is in fact a very 
easy to use system which focuses on simplicity in its usage. Basically, this system is 
categorized into 2 main modules which are admin module and user (patients and doctors) 









3.1 Guide In Using XML For Browser-Based Electronic Medical Record System 
Module : Admin 
Admin module can be divided into: 
I) Change Password 
II) New Patient 
III) View Patient Database 
JV) Modify or Delete a Patient 
V) New Bill 
VI) View or Delete a Bill 
VII) New Certificate 
VIII) View or Delete a Certificate 
IX) New Doctor 
X) View, Modify or Delete a Doctor 
With respect to each category, each sub module has their own functions. The following 
descriptions will focus on the tasks that each sub-modules perform and guides the user on 











Below is a main page once if the admin enter into this system. 
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Admin main page 
To enter the admin Login page, just click at the admin button and after that the ad.min 
login page will appear. Then, to enter the admin main page insert the admin id and 
password as below: 
11Ck • I ~ SNttJI l'....obt ~ 
h(tp1/,bAl'O!lll,lhOllDPJortltf-tW~-~·.""-"----~------------,.-" 
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Admin login : wrong password 
This system is also have its security whereas it also will remind the admin if the password 
inserted was incorrect. The warning message will appear as below: 
.. 
c-- J -=:i ,, ( ........ ) 
w.komt to ADC Ho•pi\al 
Message "wrong 
password Login 
Failed' will pop- 










Admin main page 
When you have enter into the admin main page, the listing of admin module will appear 
as below. At the left side of the page also stated the admin ID . 
""'. .....,, -· -e 
Adm1n10: ADMIN MAIN PAGE 
ad min 
• Chtfl9t ptn•ord 
• Vt!W PttlPPOl Ottpb4H 
• Mod!f't I Ptlt!t I Qft!!f)\ 
• Vtaw I Ot!ttt a C!n1f!c1tt 
·~ 
• V;ew I Modify I O!late I OoctQ!' 
AdminID 











Admin : Change password 
If admin want to change password, just click at the change password button at the main 
admin page. After that, a form such as below page will appear. Type the old password 
and your new password. Then, you must re-type new password that you entered just 
now before you submit. If you want to clear the entire entered password, click reset 




ADMIN MAIN PAGE 










Change password success 
If your password you entered is allowed, the message "Your Password changed 
successfully" will pop-up as below . 
.... . ... 
c 
AdmlnlO: ADMIN MAIN PAGE 
edmln 
New patient registration 
XML for Br wser-based ~ lectr nic Medical Rec rd use auto-generate ID registration. 
o, aut matically if a new patient want t register his/her information the auto-generate 
fD will appear. F r c ampl • a· ·h wn at b 1 w p ge, the patient ID is P048. Meaning 
th 1t P st mds or pati nt, 0 i ' 2 r gi ·trati n nd 8 i the number of patient of the 
Y ·nr. 
8 ' admin ju, t n in th rm whi h i. actu lly th 









want clear all details that have been inserted, click at "reset" button and re-type the 
information again. If the patient satisfies with the information, click the "submit" button. 
,., .. , ot: .. ,. 
t\fll'I,,.... O.Wl•n.,.. .... ""'~ ... '" ........... 
~":,: .• ~u ,.. · 1f.. ..--. 
AdmlnlO: 
admln 
ADMIN MAIN PAGE Auto-generate M..W PATILNT 
Potl•tlt 10 :P04" Patient ID "'" lln•hmt Nron• I 
l'a\tr.WtH'd I 
k• type Panwotd 1 
ftddNtl I 
phon• I I Patient's 
C m•ll ' rs-lfn..•] information 




ADMIN MAIN PAGE 
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The special of this system is the features of the patient information database which can be 




ADMIN MAIN PAGE 
Gcttlno Pollents OotobMc In XM 
' Pfiltentt 
.. P1hant P041 
Poltteni_~ pnllent P ~ t_f'\,11'ne 
Adtkh~ Kut• Bh~ ltel..-wtt•n •1 
Phone 016~3~671J9 f>~ 
r l"IWI• peteipot; .com I. ,., 
P1tl90t 
.. Patient .d ~2 
t•' rl" 
,. t "''ulQtt-. ,.,,.,.JtJ 
11" 1ttY ;H 1nu •• 
l" • ,_.t,kl•vttt1011 ,t ... ,t 
Patient's 
information 










View/Modify/Delete a Patient 
Some of the patient maybe wants to modify such of their information. So, at below page, 
any information can be modify or even delete and automatically updated. 
AdmlnlO: 
1dmln 
ADMIN MAIN PAGE 
vu:w /MODIFY/ DO.CT[ II P/ITI[NT 
Modify patient information 
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Patient Information Updated Successfully 
AdmlnlD: 
1dmln 
ADMIN MAIN PAGE 
MODIFY II PA TlENT 
Plllttnl tnlom n upd td 1ucc t11~Uy 
New Bill 
This module is to record the billing statement of the patient. To choose patient for new 
bill, just select from the Patient ID selection and fill in the form before submit. 
- - - 
















Bill Updated successfully 
View/ Delete biD 
t• t•• """" ,......,.. 1• ~- 
~ • 1 : .. (h '-·· M9IM ' .. 
AdmlnlD: 
edmln 
ADMIN MAIN PAGE 
N WlllLL 
0111 upd1ted1 1ucce11ruttv 
If the admin want to view list of billing statement click at the view/delete bill button. 
Then, a list of patient's bill will appear and the admin can delete any record that he/she 
wants for. 
-· 
ADMIN MAIN PAGE 











The purpose of doing this function is to note a medical certificate (MC) for the patient if 
the doctor approve. To make the new certificate, select the patient by clicking at the 
patient ID selection button and enter any remarks regarding on that patient. 
Admln ID: 
ad min 
ADMIN MAIN PAGE 
NEW CERTIFICATE 
Pallant 10 : P0,..,41 4- -----+-----.;---- 
Dat• : 1 
ben~~ •t•ba Olli&r dt..l»r 1 
• Cllt.1 aU-J.c •el- 2 bari 
















This page is consist of the certificate information that have been made by the admin. If 
the admin want to clear the certificate information, just click at the "delete" button. 
, .. ~ .._. r~ '"'* tt•• 
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The New Doctor features is basically same as New Patient page. It is also auto-generate 
JD for new doctor registration. As stated below, the doctor ID is D047 meaning that D 
stands for doctor, 04 is 2004 registration while 7 is the number of doctor register of that 
year. 
Then, fil) in the form about doctor's information and submit it by clicking "submit" 
button. If want to clear the form, click "reset" button. 
......... . ..... 
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ADMIN MAIN PAGE 
r-EWOOCTOR 
Oocl..-10 ,0047·------i.---------'----l 
DoctorNonw : S.~ 












View/ modify/ Delete a doctor 
Some of the doctor want to update or modify their information, so by clicking at 
"modify" button, changes can be made for the doctor's information. Else, admin can also 
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The user manual focus like others is to provide the user the most ample knowledge which 
gives the most insights of the XML browser-based Electronic Medical Record. This is 
to enable the user to have a more vivid view and understanding what the Electronic 
Medical Record System does and how it functions compatible to the XML database 
approach. So, hopefully the user manual can give guidelines to the user on using the 
system. 
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